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Hobart Mir#. Borden was one of those men in history
whom fate seems to elect to lead nations in time of crisis*
From a successful lawyer* content with M s lot* Borden was
suddenly thrust to the forefront of Canadian politics*

He

lacked the gift of eloquence, his speeches usually read
better 'than they sounded* but M s level-headed thought.and
determination earned M m the confidence of M s colleagues
and. the nation during a critical period, of Canadian history*
As a public servant* the Canadian statesman, gave all*

He

returned from the Farts femes -Conference exhausted, and
Ms- poor health forced, his retirement within a year*
.hater* however* when' M s health had been restored by a
much deserved rest, Borden became Canada1#" elder statesman* serving his country in numerous ways until his death*
While M s immediate predecessor as a liberal Prime
Minister* Sir Wilfrid Lanrier, has- perhaps been-too fre
quently praised by biographers, Borden has been neglected*.
His Memoirs* compiled by M s brother* provide the only
comprehensive published record of M s life and woric* lie
role at the Faria Peace Conference was chosen for this
study because it represents both a- dual, purpose?- and suc
cess for Borden* He not only contributed to the making of
peace but also used the- Conference b# gain International

in
recognition of the new dominion statue in the British
Empire*

too- often* historians dealing with Borden tend

to stress only his imperial policy and trace his activi
ties at the Conference In that light, failing to realise
that he made many important contributions to the peace
Itself*

This work is an attempt to combine these two

facets of Borden1# career— his peace contributions and
his role in the evolution of the British Aspire*
This work could not have been attempted, nor com
pleted, without the aid and encouragement of Professor
A* Stanley frickett. Chairman of the Department of History
at the University of Omaha*. I wish to express my grati
tude and appreciation for his constant support in both
the preparation of this thesis and my graduate career*
In addition, Professor Ert J* Oum of the Department of
History has rendered valuable assistance*
Larry .&* Kulisek
Omaha, Hebraska
June 1, 196%
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f ® m m m m m m bghdih to 1917

B o m in lS§%# Hubert Borden was reared on Grand Pre
Par®, the family holding in leva Scotia.^* Sis first frofession was teaching.

Later# be moved on to law studies

and law practice, rising to the forefront of the Canadian
legal- profession#

le did not seel the fame and fortune

of political life, but politicians sought M i out.

Several

prominent members of the Conservative party in Nova Scotia
asked Borden to stand for a parliamentary post*

At first,

he refused# citing his political Inexperience and lack of
political ambition# but finally yielded to the continued
pressure of party leaders and agreed to stand for one term.
In l@9ft Borden won a, seat from Halifax Bounty# in an
election, his party lost to the Liberals led by Sir Wilfrid
Laorier.^
Borden’s original intention of serving for one
tern only was changed when Sir Charles fuppar, >the

%here is little unknown or controversial about
the early period of Borden’s career.- Unless otherwise
cited, biographical information on Borden may be found in
Henry Borden (ed.)« Hebert Bordens Bis Memoirs (Z velsj
Toronto: Waiversity ,lof^Torbnlo Press, 193bf# Cited
hereafter as Borden Memoirs.
%or viewsof the leading Liberal of the period#
see 0*B. Skelton* fhe Life and Letters of Sir Wilfrid
Laurier (New Torki Century Co., 1922).
_ _
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Gonserv&tiv© Party Leader, convinced him to stand for reelection in 1900♦ Again Borden was elected, while hie
party suffered defeat at the hands of the Liberals*

With

the defeat fupper resigned the parly leadership, and Borden
became the new leader of the Conservative party# ^
Borden accepted the party leadership for one year
and, feeling that his position was only temporary, made
no long-range policy plans,

1 © believed that his role
*

was to rebuild the Conservative party and, on the request
of' the party, remained at the helm when the one year period
expired,

Laurier and the Liberals were at the height of

their popularity and power, but Borden retained the Con
servative leadership despite party defeats in 190l| and
1908 and continued a program designed to reconstruct and

revitalize the languishing Conservative party,
the general election of 1911 was fought on the
issue of a trade reciprocity treaty with the felted
States,* fhe whole -question of future relations between

%orden was a relatively inexperienced politician
to become party leader^ but Sir Seorge Foster, the in
tended successor,- lost his seat in the 1900 election,
^fhe Liberal party traditionally stood for nationalism
/autonomy/ in its •political relations with the Ifcipire and
for internationalism in trade* The Conservatives favored
imperial cooperation abroad and economic nationalism
/protection/ at home. Francis Beglnald Scott, Canada
Today* A Study of her national Interests and national
Policy T$ew
"ISxford feiversity W e s 9, 1939),
PP. 63-6I1.. Hereafter cited as Canada foday*

$&&&&« and the ofe&er members of the British Umpire was the
^dtnlfing.'liaa# f«t the etsipsigft*,, flit #oat#rv#fefv# party
won a -mmjerlfey* and the m m

felt#

1911 victory as a rsjeofelofi of American influence and a# a
mandate fen closer Imperial ties wifeli §re#fe Britain.

lew

far Borden weald tend, toward .closer imperial cooperation
was'questionable*
In .1911* ierd#ft*t views em Imperial polity war#
little town.#.. I#urier had moved toward greats and greater
imfeeitomy in Canada1# constitutional relationship with treat
Britain#

fto traditional §oit^#rvefeiv© *$$###$& m m toward:■

closer' ties ■wittr the. mother country* fh# growing world
erisis aade Ui# question .of imperial defense of primary
tapertame im felt# development of ierden*# imperial pelley#
and M s response fee that qtassfelon revealed M i future policy
■toward imperial eeeperation#^
4*

the iajsftdian naval Issue lad teen on# of the most
important problems of imperial defense since the turn of
feh###nfeuff*

Oenadlans held divergent opinions: on Canada *s

role in. the defense of the impire*

Many Believe# that

■%ar©M A* Wilson* *f&e imperial follcy of Sir.
Boberfe Borden#
(unpublished Fh* 0* dlsserfeafeion,
INrpfe* of llsfeery* Bfeafee University of fowa# 1961}* pp* 3®»3E*
lereaffeer cited m ^lisperial tollcy.,0.
For a »ot»e oosiplete coverage of Borden' a naval
policy, see Gilbert S, tucker, "The Haval Policy of Sir
Robert Borden," Canadian Historical Review, XXVIII
(Maroh, mi), j&T&S: ^

k

Canade should share the burden of 'Empire defense by making
direct -contributions in the form of money or ships*

Othera#

including haurieiy believed that Canada should construct
her own naval force' to act in cooperation, with the- Imperial
Havy*^
In early 1909# Laarier had introduced a bill for
.the Creation of a. separate Canadian levy.

Borden* as leader

of the opposition* agreed on the desirability of a separate
Canadian levy but demanded a direct defense contribution if
a world crisis arose* 8
Empire

A liberal pledge to support the

time of crisis had satisfied the Conservatives,

and the haorier naval bill was passed*

9

Borden cancelled the kaurier naval program when
10

he came to power in 19X1* " Once in power, his imperial
policy began to take shape*

P.
■

!© upheld the Imperial con"

nection but-warned that if Canada was to-share in imperial
defease, Canadians must certainly share la policy direc
tion*

fhe Conservative platform of' .1911* written by Borden

himself, pledged that his party would maintain the

%*. P, de f* Claaabrook* A 'History of..Canadian
External lelb'tiena (Toronto*.
frees, ■
I^STiTp*W l f c e a f t e r cited, as- External Relations*^Wilson, "Imperial Policy," p* 13*
%bid*

w nu.»

P*' 36*

5

imperial tie*

At the same time, however, he advocated the

autonomens development of Canada within the Empire*

■ft

Borden felt that hie two pledges— eleser imperial
ties and autonomous &evel©pment--e0u M be reconc iled if the
dominions were to share in the determination of empire
policies .and envisioned some sort of defense committee
which would hare some voice in planning' for imperial
defense#

He suggested that the committee consist of a

bipartisan group- of British Heafeers of Parliament and
representatives from the self-governing'dominions of
•the British Empire*

fhe resulting, consultation, would

pz*mrM& the dominions some voice In and control of im
perial policy#
dominion aid*

Borden, thus, announced his terms for
If the dominions were to share in the

permanent defense of the empire, they must have some
voice In these matters*^
Borden journeyed to England in the Bummer of
If12 to plead, his views for a dominion share in the deter
mination of imperial policy#

fie also hoped'to- receive'

Information which would help M m develop a Conservative
naval program*, Upon arrival in England, the Canadian
Prime Minister met with first herd of the Admiralty,
Winston Churchill*

Churchill reviewed the critical naval

^Borden■led*), Borden .Memoirs* X, 325#
^%IIsen, ^Imperial Policy,** p*. X?*

situation and seemed willing to-accept almost any condi
tions to galn a $en&dt<m naval -commitbf&emt*

Borden and

Churchill both agreed that the world situation warranted
a direct Canadian naval ©omtrifoubieii for Imperial defense,^
fee -Canadian Prime Unis ter demanded certain eoncessions from, the imperial government In return for his
countryfs naval support*.

Feasibly# Borden thought, naval

support -was the price which Canada must pay for a share
in the direction of imperial, affairs*^

In an audience

with the British Prime Minister, Herbert Asquith, Borden
obtained the concession that -a Canadian minister, resident
in London, would he named as a mosftex* 'of the Committee of
Imperial Defense,^ Borden made It taewm, however-, that
this' was only a temporary arrangement until a more care
fully prepared plan cohid he worked out with the- other
dominions*^

Asquith told Parliament on 12 <fuly 1912,

^%orden (ed.), Borden. .Memoirs* I, $$$*$&*
^Wlson* ^Imperial Policy,*1 p, %b,
^ % n 1895, a Defense Committee of the Cabinet was
created to consider the defeme requirements of the Empire.
By 190%, that body was surplanted by the Committee of
Imparlal Defense,: the new- committee consisted of the
British Prime Minister and such members as- he ©hose to
assist foist, 'fee heads of the various military and in
telligence staffs soon became regular members, lepresentmbtves from the seif*governittg dominions might be Invited
to attend when certain matters concerning them were dis
cussed* fhe dominion prime ministers were invited to
attend for the first time in 1911, .Ibid,-, p, ■%?•

^fucker, Canadian Historlcal fteview* JPCflll,

p*

3,

?

the B&m day that Churchill announeed Canada*3 promised,
naval support, that, some kind of arrangement was being
considered which would give the dominions a share in the
determination of Imperial policy*3^
While in IngXand* Borden attended a number of
sessions of the dammit tee of Imperial Defense*

Asquith

opened the 1 August session with a statement that dominion
commissioners could be present at meetings of the com*
mittee whenever matters concerning the dominions were
discussed*

Borden wasn’t satisfied, as he expected more
i A

of a concession, and told Asquith so* ■ fhe Canadian did
not confine his criticism and. demands to- private ears
alone*

In a speech to- the Dondon n19Q0n Olub* Borden

warned that the people' of Canada would not long remain
silent partners in the 'Empire.* further imperial coopera*
tion, he said# must be based on a fair and reasonable .
dominion voice In Imperial policy-making.
Asquith was startled by Borden's aggressiveness
but could not refuse the Canadian demands because of the
naval aid offered, and the British government conceded
Borden*s claim for permanent dominion membership on the

^ 0reat Britain* tar1iamentarv Debates (Commons},
tt» (1912)* 858, 872.
’
*— ****^%ilson, **lmpertal Follcy,1* p* %9 *
^Borden (ed*)* iordsn Memoirs * I,

Remittee of Imperial Defense.

It was agreed that dominion

minis ten® had the night to attend every session of the Com**
mitbee of Imperial Defens ©* regardless of "'the topic dis*

cussed.

thus* Boh art Borden was successful in achieving

th#’primary aim of his prewar imperial policy.

20

.

fhe. Canadian Brime Minister returned home.on 8
September IfII to f ace on# of the bitterest parliamentary
debates In Canadian history#

His naval bill asked' for

an immediate contribution of $35*000*000 for the building
■of three dreadnoughts of the latest design* built in.
England and placed at the disposal of the British Admiralty*
Canada retained* however*, the right to recall# at any time*
21

the ships to form the nucleus of a Canadian levy ♦

Borden defended M s naval bill in Commons by call
ing attention to the critical world' situation and justified
his position by pointing to the greater share in imperial
questions which Canada received became of such support
of the Empire*

Summing up* Burden stated that the policy

of consultation* established by the provision for appoint*
raent of a permanent Canadian minister in Don&on* with a
seat on the Committee of Imperial Defense* was' a marked
advance for Canada*^
s%ilson# ^Imperial ■toIicy*w pp.
21Ibid., p. 59.

9
A British, newspaper accurately described Borden*d
defense of his naval program»~aebusily a. microcosm of his
imperial policy**©# followst
It contains * ■* * no facile .assurances, that':the day
■of danger will make the Inspire one* £1% does m m
tair^ a splendid offer of immediate participation
In the burden of defense and a deeply reassured
statement on the only conditions- on which that
g*
burden can in the future be supported and shared*
fhue f Borden set the conditions upon which he felt that
Canada would contribute to imperial defense in the future*
toy future contribution had to be accompanied by a corres*
pondingly greater voice in imperial policy-*especially in
the area of foreign -affairs*
Borden failed to get his naval bill through the
hiberal*appoin.ted Senate# but his imperial policy was
clearly'stated and .defined during the. controversy* .fhe
tragedy of Bord-en*s defeat over the naval arrangements
was that Canada was left without- a constructive naval
policy in the critical prewar period*^
fhe outbreak of the war in 191% took most Canadians
by surprise*

fhey were primarily interested in the develop*

meat of their still infant nation and, thus# not well in*
famed on international questions.*^ fhe Canadian government
%% h t times (tondcm)* December '£* 1912# p. $*'

^fucker#’Canadian Historical Bevtew* 3QCVIII,
pp*. 29*30*'
. 'm™tfmri"rrhinrr",r,ft
tirimw'
r“,
"m
^Alfred I»eroy Burt# A Short- History of Canada
for Americans (Minneapolis t fkefhlversity 'oTmSneiota
FressTT^lJST# p* 238.*- Hereafter cited as A Short History*

Has -only slightly hat tar prepared*

A Canadian minister

had bean installed in London to attend meetings- of the.
Committee of Imperial Defense and to serve- as a llason
for the -Canadian ministry* bat the process' of imperial
consultation was still far from developed#

the Canadians

had no real share in the decisions that drew Great Britain
Into- the conflict,^

hot Borden.watched the coming crisis

carefully during;the. ■summer preceding the war,

When# in*

formation from Burope indicated that war was imminent*
he returned to -Ottawa- on 30 July Ifllf and called the
together.28

^

« « .

„

war*- the dominion, -government cabled London their firm
assurance that Canada and the Canadian people would make
every sacrifice necessary to uphold the integrity and
honor ..-of-the Umpire*

At the same time Borden asked for

suggestions as to the form which Canadian aid ■should take#^

■"^laglnaid George trotter# the.British l y irc*»
Coiamonwea Iths A. Study -in fell-ileal Bvo^EtiSS IfeTforkt
BSry ScSf"and Company,
K reaftor cite# '
as British Bmpire*»0ommonwealth,
?* W*. femperley Ced#)* A History of the
feaee Conference of-;farM {6 vols#| Condom .lenfy- -l^owde ■
'lM^o3Ier^S3^t0UgSto% 1920*2%}# f 1*- 3M^« Heroafter '
cited as Peace Conference*
.

orden Ced*}, Borden Memoirs# X* -k$X *

^%sear B* Skelton, fhe Canadian Dominions A
Chronicle of our -northern ■HeighbW^TWcw S5veE?"Yale
Wnivarsiiy Press ,~T9WTr~p’T *5$* """Hereaftor cited as'
fhe. Canadian Dominion#

11

fhe annowneemenb of war arrived on the evening of I|. August
191lf while the Cabinet was in' session*^ .
As- a part of the British Empire# Canada found her#
self-automatically at war# However* Canadians'did not have
to take an active part in the fighting hut did so whole*
hesrtedXy#

fhe dominion** loyalty to the Empire was

strengthened'by a ,belief# prevalent -in most of the western
nations# that the war was a struggle agains t militarism
and one- to assure the- continuance-'of a peaceful civill*nation#

Canadians held .an intense conviction that their

honor was at stake and that -every sacrifice -should be made
to maintain that.honor before -the world*

Doubts about

imperial unity were dispelled by th© -Empire response to
Britain*© -need for .assistance#

fhe Carmans had miscaleu*

Xated on the depth of -Espino discontent* while even the
British were astonished at the,enthusiastic support of
their war activity by the dominions and Xndla#^

&g a

result of the crisis and during the war years* Canada
attained a place among.the nations'of the world which

3%or&en (ed*}, Bordeft Memoirs* X# h5l*
^Skelton# fhe Canadian dominion# p. 2$B$ Burt*
k Short History# n« &$&*
32I b ld .

33lKjuis .Toseph Lemleux, fhe Oovernora-Genegal of
Canada# 1608*1931 (Dondom , publfsB©SirSy S'fe©ina3fHor* "
r"
1932T# p* S W r Sereafter cited as fhe 0overnors*0eneral«

would have scarcely been possible in a short period of
n o rm a l

years#
Canada was militarily ill^equipped to fight a major

■war* but the country was- not altogether .lacking in prepara*
tiozw . Borden had familiarised himself with the program of
the Committee of Imperial Defense and had prepared a plan
to meet the possibilities of war*

Canada was thus able to

move concurrently with the Imperial government when the
war situation arose*^

fhe Canadian Parliament met in

special session and# without a dissenting vote* voted
the war credits requested by the government * Special war
powers were conferred upon the Borden ministry# and the
country then set about providing m m $ ■money*, .and munitions
for the war#
fhe Government at Ottawa* supported by the opposi*
tier#. decided to send a division of twenty<*fiv© thousand
soldiers and called for volunteers*

fen thousand extra

recruits applied and on % October 1934* thirty-throe
thousand Canadian troops sailed for E n g l a n d # f h e
Canadian Parliament authorised the recruitment of another
division even before the first Canadian troops'arrived in

^Border (ed* )* Borden Memoirs# I* kS3m5B*
^Bkeltoa* fhe Ganadian Dominion* p* .25%
^%bld#S I*smieux# fhe Governors-General * p.# 285;
Burt* A Bhort^history.* p*
"

Bngland and, in addition* placed the ©mall Canadian coastal
fleet under the control of the Sriblah Admiralty*-^
fhe-fightlag in Weatera lorope hod already settled
r

*

r

^

:

i

*»•

down tb‘trench warfare-when the first Canadian forces
*

arrived in Europe# • they received their baptism of fire
. *

*

*'

‘

I

-

*

’? >
V.

*

•

>

*

,

.•■ •

on 1$ March 1915 end experienced the first gas attack of
the war on 12 April 1915*

When 'they eontinued to' hold '
*

their line 'in -spite of the attack* Canada<s men proved
that'they could fight-and-were ranked, among the best
Allied troops-on the.fighting line#

18

throughout the

war# they were in the forefront of many battles and when
the fighting ended they were spearheading the Allied pens*
trstion of"the German lines#^

fhere was much written in

a laudatory -manner.about the Canadian contribution to the

war effort* -but Canada* in fact* with her. four divisions
played'a. relatively small part, in the total war*

they

did* however, give a good account of themselves wherever
they participated* iProbably the highest compliment paid
the 'Canadian .forces* came or-the -last day of the war when

.V^femperley* .Peace .Conference#' VI* '340#
':^%emleux,. fhe. Governors-General * pp* 285*86#
Glomes f# Shbtwell,.At tho Paris■Peace Conference
{lew Turk s ■fhe.Macmillan.Gompany$ TfSTT* p * 3^*" "'’'"lere^

after''cited as At. Oonference*

m
King -Albert of Belgium publically declared them to he *ua*
surp&ased by anf corps in Europe.*®^
fhe bwden.placed upon Canada by World War Z also
.reflected, itself at home*

national unity was strained to

the breaking point,by the necessity ..of.conscription*
■

*

*

Until

*•

191? * the Uaimdlan forces were raised by voluntary enlist*
mexpt*

ihe% as .Canadians.
.realised,that,the two .races .were

not supplying equal proportions of volunteers -and French
Canada fell behind in supplying volunteers# a growing
animosity toward the. French .elements of the population
was evident.*

§y 1917* when Canadian casualties' in Europe-

were greater than numbers, being.recruited at home* deft#*
nit© action was needed to keep faith with the boys at the
-front and to uphold the country’s h o n o r B o r d e n die*
cussed the problem with the Cabinet which decided that
conscription was necessary... He' was also- convinced that
a coalition government was necessary if such an extreme
measure was forced upon the country#

laurier# real 1sing

that -such a move would lessen his influence In French
Canada# refused to Join in a Union government in which
both parties would be represented equally*.^ When laurier

^ V t »

A Short' His tow. p* 237.

^■Skelton, The Canadian Dominion, pp. 260-62;
Burt* A Short His toryT p, "£W*

^2Ibld., p* 239*

refused# the liberal party split*, fhe English-speaking
{liberals supported Borden and conscription.^ with the
passage of a Wartime- Election Act* which enfranchised
women who were next of kin to servicemen*^ victory for
the Borden government appeared certain; and leading.
English-speaking Liberals * especially those from ■the
West* accepted Borden’s offer to co-operate in a co*
alibion government..^ • the liberals who joined the Union
government believed that conscription was necessary and
that party differences had to be disregarded.^
Borden dissolved his government in October 191?*
and the general election of December* perhaps the bitterest
in Canadian history* foil-owed,

fhe issues were eonscrip-*

tion and a coalition government* With-many women voting
for the first time under the wartime Election' Act^ and
the British and French elements split as they had not
been for a half century* passions and tempers flared*
fhe Unionists* supported by nearly #11 the' English-speaking
k3lbid«j p. SkQ; Skelton# fhe CanMlan gcminion.*
pp* 260*62*

^lemieux. fhe Oovernora*<len©ral. p * 296* War*
time Election Act; ';Any'1'1w£i?e* "SSn^fer* alster* or
widow of any service .person*'whether it be in the Canadian
or British ranks# received the'right to vote for Parliament.
^Skelton* fhe Canadian dominion, p.
^L&miewtf fhe Governors*fleneral, p. 360.
Wfbid#
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population of San&ds* gained an overwhelming majority 1**
Parliament*

fhe Canadian Army was sustained for the
k§
■remainder of the war by compulsory military service**' ■■■
but so. far as the war was concerned# it was'fought .and

won by volunteers*^
'Canada. paid a ..tremendous price for her particle
pation in the war.

When.the war began* Canada had a.

military force'of 3*000 permanent and 10*000"active
militia! by the end of the war Canada had sent over
1^00$000 men abroad.^® two out of .every three soldiers
reaching the front were wounded*

Canadian loss ■of life

almost equaled that of the United States.
dead*>*3$*68ii were .killed in action and

wounds*

Of the total ■

lB,k3? died of

Canada1®'debt was multiplied seven times and'

■-%er;tmm- -res# proportionately*^

National unity was

so strained, by the necessity' of. conscription that most ■
of the work of .
;X#aurier* designed to bring a reconciliation
between, the two races*'.was lost*
Imperial unify was likewise threatened by'the war
atmosphere.

Borden and the Canadians resented the .haughty

^Burt* A Short .History* p. 2i£,0.*.
^%k#lton* the .fsradian dominion* p. 165*

^%emieuK* fhe. governors»0eneral* p. 295 *
^%urt* A .Short History* p.* 238.

arid h i # handed treatment shewn' them by -tee country for
whom' they-were sacrificing*

Britain*a failure to consider-

Canadian views and interest#' in the determination of im*
peris! economic m d military policy, set the state f w
Borden *s new imperial demands*, the failw e of the imperial
.government to heed Canadian demands jeopardised imperial
unity and even the existence of the imperial' connection#
•Many ■Canadians hoped that the war would assure
economic prosperity and result., in the rapid industrial
growth of Canada*. ■However* the toped for wartime toon
failed to- materialise and unemployment and factory shut*
■downs occurred#

Meanwhile* Britain placed huge orders

for war supplies and materials in the United States-.
Borden-'hid realised* as-early as Bovember 191k* that '
Canada couldnotwsge war unless the country*# faltering
economy was bolstered*

He cabled George Perley* the

Canadian Sigh Commissioner'in bondon* that ■dominion pub*
lie opinion was aroused*

Men in Canada, were-.going hungry

■while British' war:orders boomed the United States economy*
fhe Canadian Prime Minister directed the minister in. bonder
to warn the British government of the seriousness of-the
s itu a tio n .* ^ -

^%agh h* feerleyside ht*al** .the.Crowth of
Canadian foliolas-in Internal affairs f^&Ba5iEhi:e
®ivSrsity'
,rfreiS* W S W T ^ T ^ t T n e r e a f ter cited as
External Affairs*
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The role that the dominions should play in the
*

■

.«

.

, .

-

determination of the imperial war peltoy was .another point,
of serious discontent-between Canada and the mother country*

Early in the war, Borden had- warned.the British government
that,it would be clangorous- to think that Canada■would eon*

tinue her support of the war if given no voice in Its manage*
meat* ■ if the war was an empire fight, Why ■did the imperial
government seek to retain sole control over the direction
of the fighting units sent from the dominions?.^ 'In 19'Hj.*
"Canadians were happy to have their troops as part of the
British forces under, an imperial status,

4s the war pro**-

greased, Canadian nationalism' and the desire for -Canadian
control of her own. fighting forces grew stronger,

fhe

British reluctantly acquiesced to the Canadian desires*^
It.-.had been accepted as a principle, early la the war,
that the Canadian divisions should always fight- together
as a unified corps.5& the Canadian governments controlled
the composition and-organisation of the Canadian Corps,
but had no voice In determining how they should be used.,.
«* ■

*

-

& .

In addition, Borden 'discovered that the Canadian government

^feealeyelde, Ifefremal -Iffates, p* kS'f frobberf
fhe British.'STOlre^Clommonwealth^ p* fa* • ■- ■-•;
.
fernaine, Bouglaa Balg,; fhe-Educated.Soldier

Chondonf - lutchtosen, 1963), P* £15*

;

•^Bdgar Molhnis, Canada! 'A ^lltical '
.and Social
History- (Hew ITorkl Holt, Mneheart and Winston, 1962),
i n W
Hereafter cited as -Canada,
:rt; ‘
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m real part in the dadstom on general military /policy;
In ..fact* he often failed,.to receive- enough. Informs.tion to
Imtm how of where Canadian troops were being employed*^

had

Sir Edward Alderson, a British officer, was picked,
to command the Canadian troops, but the relationship soon
soured*

Alders on-thought of the Canadians as colonial

rabble needing Iron-handed discipline*

He replaced Canadian

officers with British ones* and Canadians blamed the sicken*
Ing toll of casualties and the endless blunders on the
Brit ish

eommanders«^8
fhe imperial unity that had been so 'gloriously ex*

pressed in 191% slowly, slipped away* ■Borden soon reali
sed that- the situation was critical and that Canadian
public opinion would not stand for the continued Ignoring
of'Canada1a wishes and'feelings*

Borden1a ■protests were

answered with expressions of -sympathy*, but tine# the
British government did not know what to do*

London merely

hoped that Borden would not embarrass the Imperial govern*
ment*^
Borden in the summer of 1915# convinced that corres
pondence was Inadequate*, decided to go to England himself*
He hoped to personally present .the economic-case'for Canadian

fffp

^'Keenleygide* External- Affaire * pp*
5%foInnis, Caneda*.p» %16*
S % @anleysid0# External Affairs, pp.* 39-%0*
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preference"' in tii# war material? trade# to obtain a. sysfce*
me.tie understanding of the British war effort*^® and to
visit the-Canadian troops#^

fha ■regularly scheduled

Imporial'-Ooiifaraao#^ that was to meet 1m 1915 had been
cancelled# bats Borden was determined to make the journey*

lie arrived in England on 9 July 1915*

Borden first visited

the King and discussed with M m the war and the constitutional
problems which it posed for the Empire*

following, the

audience he recorded hie belief that the King shared his
views#^3

Borden spent .much of his time visiting the Canadian
troops in England and 'France*

The visits, especially to

Canadian hospitals# were profoundly moving, and gave the
Canadian- Prime "Minister a. grasp of the war -situation*^*

^%iIson# tfImperial Policy#n p* 98*
£n

A series of conferences attended by representstives
of the colonial powers were held i».loMor beginning in 188?
to discuss imperial cooperation* Additional sessions were
held in 189%* 1097# and 1902*. 'When -the Colonial Conference
met in 190?, the representatives decided in favor -of brans**
forming the body into an Imperial Conference* The Imperial
Conference -had a permanent secretariat and was to meet atfour year .intervals* The Imperial Conference was to -be
a meeting place for the dominion prime ministers and the
Prime Minister of Croat Britain* The Imperial Conference
was a more important 'body than the old Colonial Conference
which was merely a .meeting of dominion representatives#
called together by the Colonial Secretary* Mo Tunis# Canada*
w # 390~9&s Trotter* The British.Empiresomiaonwea 1th# pp*
55-58* 76*
'
:
: ~
^Borden (ed*)* Borden Memoir3 * I* 500*
63Ibid., pp. 502-03.
6M b l d ., I* 500.

Borden *s attendance at a Bri tish Cabinet meeting was of
more significance in' that it -set a new. precedent in the-.,
constitutional relations, of the Empire*

Even Asquith*

usually noncommittal* stated that it was a day-for'making
new precedents. 65
Borden1!* early hopes of success were quickly
dampened* however* and after six weeks in England, he
felt he knew little more about the economic and military
situation than' when he arrived.

On the eve of M s de

parture for Canada* he bluntly declaredt
Unless I obtain this- reasonable information which
is due to me as Prime Minister of Canada* .1 shall
not advise my countrymen to-'gut further effort
into the winning of the W a r *60
The threat of Canadian withdrawal was effective,

the .Im

perial government hurriedly arranged for Borden to- meet
with the Minister of Munitions* David Dloyd George*

The

conference began in gloomy circumstances* but marked the
beginning of a relationship of real growing rapport with
liloyd George that ‘was to develop steadily until 1919#
As Borden and l&eyd Georg© talked* <reinforcing each other* 0
opinions about the weakness of the British war -effort* they
agreed on the necessity -of increased dominion participation
in the determination of imperial policy*

Before the meeting

65Ibid., I, p. 508.
^Eeenleyslfle* External Affairs, p. 1)1.

was over* Borden had dropped the threat of Canadian with
drawal*^
The Canadian 'Prime Minister returned home armed
with assurances from bloyd George and confident that
Canadafs case for economic preference was won.* He had
.also received promises from Andrew Sonar haw that there
would be increased dominion participation in the direc
tion of the war effort*. His trip seemed a marked success*
By autumn of -1915* hloyd George began to make good the
pledges he had made.

The ■summer of 1915 hod seen Canadian

wartime; economy drop to Its low point* .Soon Canada was
attracting all the.business that her economy could handle*6 8
and the financing of the war was becoming a tremendous ■bur
den on the Canadian economy.

The Borden government managed

to finance the war effort through the sale of war bonds * by
Increased Import duties# an Income tax* and foreign loans*
However Canada became* by the war’s end, a creditor rather'
than.a debtor of Great Britain*^
All: wa.s not so cheerful and bright for Canada*

Borden

was forced to review his entire Imperial policy when ionar
&awfs promises of increased dominion consultation failed to
materialise*. The Canadian: government was disappointed over

5%koiboh.f The Canadian Dominion, pp. 270-71*
69wilBon, "Imperial Policy," pp, 103-01)..

the amount of war information that It received#

Here than

ever, the Canadian war effort looked like blind sacrifice*
fhe Gommitbee of fs^erial Defense, the organ’which Borden
had ■hoped- weald "provide 'the ■dominions with' a ■■■greater degree
of consultation', and ©."'larger voice in imperial affairs,
* •

.

was almost- defunct*

i

Host "of its'war functions were usurped

by subcommittees of the Imperial General Staff*

Borden,

as a, resalt, grew very .angry over British indifference to
the Canadian'war effort,-and the fact that he felt that£ondfm*s'promises were.unfulftiled did not discourage his
anger*

,■•
'
■•
fhe. tempo- of Borden1a efforts to- gain a greater

voice .to'imperial military policy quickened ■in November and
December ofl91$*

-Borden wrote Parley, in real anger, that

the Canadian government -received more information from
the, daily newspapers -than-.from the British ■government*
ffe threatened that-the Canadian people could not be-expected
to keep 1^00,000 men to the field without -having some voice
:to-military ■policy,

fhe Canadian.Prime Minister'asked whether

■the war was .being fought by the Imp ire-or by-Great Britain
alone# and -charged*
froorasttoation, indecision, inertia, doubt, hasto
tation and many other undesirable qualities "have
made themselves entirely too .eonspicnous in this
■ war, fkf very able Cabinet Minister spoke of the

70Xbl4., P.

ion

2k

Shortage of gimst:rifles,
but declared the chief shortage was,brains*!*
Bordenis tirades, though uneueeeseful in increasing
dominion participation in imperial war policy,- succeeded in
bringing about a major reorganisation of the Canadian fight*
ing forces*

Sir Max Aiken,:-a Canadlan«hom member of the

British Parliament# became Canada*a official representative
in England in 1915.*. Be served effectually and was largely
instrumental in the dismissal of Alderson* the disliked .and
unpopular British.Commander, in 1916*

hater to the same

year*' Borden reformed the Canadian-military chain of com*
stand* Ho created a Ministry of Overseas Forces in 'London,
with Parley as its head, which helped to end.the feeling.
of frustration and helplessness that was so common in the
'72
earlier years of the war*1
thus, by the end of 1916* Borden was partially suc
cessful in gaining for the dominions some, voice in the
'economic and military direction of the war'effort and in
imperial affairs*

However, Borden had to wait for a new

British Prime Minister and the creation of a new instru
ment for cooperation’before he, and statesmen of the other
dominions, could feel that their place was one of reasonable

1 lieenleyaida, External Affaire* pp* 6-?* In
June 1917, s Ganaaian,“General STFTCrihor Currie, was
appointed Commander of the Canadian Corps*
^%clnnis, Canada* p* IpOT•
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equality in the determination of the imperial policy and
the guidance of the war effort, .of the British Empire*

m:

Im

wiii

ifii* 0avii kloyd, #eorge aseamed -feed*

ersitfp of tee United Kingdom.. 1# had long. advee&tsd am

ailment war .effort# ami- kit popularity indicate# that tea
x

people. of irltaii! were fa agreement. ■ It w e teeiima at
tea war progressed that the traditional §aklnet9 consistImg:of ministers of all tee departmenta meeting under tee
Prime. Minister,.,could not cope with tee wartime situation*
ike regular #abinet pro«# t## atmbersome far ike central*
.Inti direetttii aM. ofipmlwtieii %f tee war effort.,. -there#,
fore# teen.after taking office# &loy# doorgo revoiutlonia-Qd
tee traditienai irftltk fakinet tfttem ettaklisMng a fire
member War Cabinet.

the War O-telnet meeker* worst

tee

British trim 'Hinlsteri Sard- taorge Cupgemf tlseeeat Alfred
lllaeri Arthur Sendersonj am# Andrew Bona? I*«.

the- purpose

of the. War Cabinet was to initiate general war policy and.
to coordinate tee action of other governmentel departments.^
When May# Ceerge first announoed tee creation of a
War Cabinet* tee dmlmioits feared teat tkeir share in tee-

t#.^imperial ■Policy*^ p. 3§.,
Britain, fi^,|igentai^t S m S M *
Britain*
Cab.imei

determination of war policy might be lessened still further,
fhe Colonial Secretary# Walter long* however* assure#

Borden that the War Cabinet was not- intended .to isolate
the dominions from, a share in the determination of war
policy.^

Lloyd George. convinced that the dominions should

be invited to participate in the British councils to an
extent even greater than before# decided to go even further
than his Colonial Secretary indicated#

Lloyd George justi

fied his decision to consult the dominions on the grounds
that Croat Britain would need even more 'and.greater dominion
support to pass the crisis.

Be believed that the dominions

must feel that they were sharing in the decisions as well
as in the burdens of war.^ A few days later# Borden re*
ceived from the Colonial Secretary, an invitation -to attend
meetings of the War Cabinet for the purpose of discussing
the prosecution of the war and the possibilities of peace.^
hloyd George originally Intended that the dominion
prime ministers would' sit m- members of an enlarged' British
War Cabinet# but5the. 191? military situation- caused him to
modify his plans,

the-sessions with the dominion ministers

%©rden (ed# )# Borden Memoirs,* II# 6&p»2S>#
%)avid hloyd George# -War Memoirs of David Lloyd
Ogorjye (6 vols. j Bostons Littie *'""'Brown'# ■and”'"Sc^any# '1933*377# Yf$. 89. Hereafter cited as. War 'Memoirs,
^Great'Britain# Parliamentary Papers. 1918# War
Cabinet Beport, 191?* Cml7-9G057-^;
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occurred as planned, but the regular sessions of the British
Han Cabinet continued to meet separately to handle domestic
■matters and the important war business of the felted King**
doiru

the sessions with the dominion prime ministers and

the Indian representative therefore became distinguished
as the "imperial War Cabinet*^
fhe imperial War Cabinet consisted of the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom and such colleagues as he
choset the prime ministers of the dominions or an alter*
nate with equal authority#^ and a representative of the
■Indian people appointed by the Governor for India, 'Members
were to have equal access to .all Information available to
the Imperial government., and the Imperial War Cabinet
occupied, a status equal to, or greater than, the British
War Cabinet,

fhe Imperial War Cabinet.'discussed problems'

affecting imperial policy and made decisions determining
g
■the course of imperial military action,
Borden described the work of the- Imperial'-War
Cabinet with an air of secrecy and importance.

He stated

that the ministers discussed almost every question connected

"Mew Developments in the Constitution of the
Umpire#11' fhe Bound fable, ?.XX (lune# 191?)#
^General Ian Christian Smuts often substituted
for the -Prime Minister of South Ifrlea, iouis .Botha*
8
Great Britain* ;Parliamentary Debates {Commons }*
XCV1I {191?}# l?86*S?i

with the prosecution of the war*

War policy# Allied co*

operation., peace terms# and reconstruction**these were
the vital topics under discussion in the Imperial war
Cabinet,.^ fhe information received in these meetings
allowed Borden# for the first time# to construct .■an over*
in
.all view- of the imperial war effort*
traditionalists criticised the use of the term
Cabinet** for lleyd. George1s new creation*. *%he Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom was the head of the Imperial
War Cabinet only in a complimentary sense*

fhere was no

direct executive authority as each of the ministers was
responsible to M s own parliament; the ministers could
not resign nor could they be coerced to how to the major*
Ity*

Majority decisions were impossible as was collective

responsibility#

11

lloyd George explained the constitutional slgni*
finance of the Imperial War Cabinet to'the louse of Commons

on 1? May. 191? in -the' following words!
fhe essence of it ^/pkperial War Cabinet? is-that'the responsible heads-of the Governments *of the
'Bmpire# with those Ministers who are specially''
entrusted with the conduct of Imperial policy#
should meet .together at regular intervals to/
confer about foreign policy -and matters connected

■%orden (ed# )# Borden Memoirs#, XI# 6?8*
l^libenleyalde# External Affairs*, p* 10*
IIfemperley# Peace Conference* 'VI# 3W*
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therewith, and come to decisions in regard to
them which* subject to- the control of their oym
Parliaments, they will them, severally execute

'the British Prime Minister mirrored Borden1# own conception
of the imperial War Cabinet and of future imperial relations *

Bach nation of the Bnplre had its own voice In question#
of common imperial concern* hut retained perfect autonomy

and responsibility to its asm electorate*^
saw hi# cherished dream come true*

thus* Borden

the Imperial Mar

Cabinet, a new council of the Impire* brought with it a
dominion voice in the direction of the Empire*^' Borden
seemed confident that the Imperial Mar Cabinet would lead ;
to -the birth of a new and greater imperial iowonweal th*^
While in Bouden* Borden also attended meetings of
the Imperial Mar Conference* an outgrowth of .the old

Imperial Conference which had not met since 1911*^

Meet*

ings were held on days alternate to meeting days of theImperial Mar Cabinet*

the Colonial Secretary presided

over these meetings* -and the membership included a number
of British Cabinet ministers and representatives from the

^%reat- Britain* farliamentarv Debate# (Commons)*
m t U 1.191?!* i m *
"
Wgorden (ed*!* Border Memoirs * II* $6%90*
-^Wilson* ^Imperial Policy.," p* 1?6.
l^Borden (©d* ).* Borden.Memoirs * II* 693*
l%se page BO# footnote 61*

overseas dominions and possessions.

The Conference ministers

spent much time discussing n m ideas'for the reorganismtion
of the Empire*^ bub Borden and William If* Hughe## Prime
Minister of Australia* continually argued'against projects

for imperial parliamentary federation*IB' to 16 April 191T#
Borden* with the support of the British Prime Minister and

the. other dominion minister©* moved a .resolution dealing
with the eonatitufeional relationship' between treat Britain
and the dominions * the Canadian did not want a mlsunder*
standing over imperial relations ■after the war* he wanted
the dominion constitutional advances recognised in writ19
ingw
Borden*© resolution realt
fhe imperial War Conference are of the opinion
that the readjustment of the constitutional rela
tions of component parts of the Empire is too
important and intricate a subject to he dealt
with during the War* and that it should form,
the subject of a special Is^eriai Conference to
he summoned as soon ms possible after the ces
sation of-hostilities*'
they deem it their duty* however* to place on
record' their view that any such readjustment* _

^Clreah Britain.* Parliamentary Papers* 191?#
Extracts 'from, the Misutes"3FwM l w,W 5 c e e 2 l n ^ ewof the
Imperial War Conference:# 191?# Cad* 8566* &0* toe of.
the most serious problems facing the Aspire since before
the turn of the century was the future of the -imperial
ties* Advocates of .imperial parliamentary federation
believed that an Imperial Parliament in some form of
federal system could draw the Empire together ■again into
a closely k&l b unit# trotter* British Btolre-Commonwealth*

:P« 53*
l%kelteti* the Dominion of Canada, pp.* 2?1*?2*
^ % o M e » fed*I* Borden Memoirs* ’IS* '66?*4®*

3a
while thoroughly preserving all existing powers
of self-government and complete control of
domestic affaire# should' be based upon a full
recognition of the Dominions as 'autonomous
nations of .an Imperial Commonwealth.#.and'of
India as an important portion of the same#
should recognise, the right of the Dominions
■and India to m adequate voice in. foreign
policy and in foreign relations# .and should
provide effective arrangements for continuous
consultation in all ii^ortant matters of com**
mon Imperial concern# and for such necessary
concerted action# founded on consultation# as
the several §overnments may determine**®
The acceptance of the resolution definitely defeated the
projects of the imperial federatioxilats#^
the year' 1918 opened disastrously for' the Allied
troops in Europe*

fhe imperial war effort had stalled#'

and the Germans were massing an all-out offensive to win
the war on the Western 'front* By 'April 1910# the situa
tion was critical# and Dloyd 0eorge called another series
of Imperial War Cabinet -and Conference meetings*

Borden

arrived in Dondon on 8 dune 1918 to discuss ways of meet
ing the new crisis#*® fhe Imperial, War Conference met
Concurrently with the Imperial War Cabinet as- In 191? but
was overshadowed by the seriousness of the war crisis*
■Of most importance was a Hughes resolution that established

^%reat Britain# farliamentarr tapers* 1917#
Attracts from the Hinutesr'"'5i'r''!thePr oeeeHngs"'of .the”
Imperial War Conference# 1917# Cmd* 8588# .50*42*
^trotter# British teplre-Commonwealth* p* 79*.
^Wilson* ^Imperial Foliey#1* p*. 179*

direct consultation#

The resolution as adopted had the

effect of by-passing the Colonial Secretary and the

Governora-General in communication between dominion prime'
.ministers and -the British Prime Minister*®^
the mom- Important body# the Imperial. Mar §abl.neb*
Convened on 11 dune and met almost dally until August*
Moyi. George*s opening speech about the war conditions'
shocked the demiiilen prime ministers# and Borden immedi
ately consulted the Oanadian Bcmmandsr* General .Arthur
Gorrle* to discover the truth#

At the second meeting of

■.the 'Imperial Mar Gabinet on 13 Jtae* Borden delivered a
stinging attack on the British ■High Command^ which sup
ported Bloyd George In him struggle- against the military
leaders*

Ufce. British Prime Minister set up a special

■subcommittee* consisting of himself and the dominion prime
ministers# be gather all the'available information and to
decide what must be done to win. the war*

Actually# the

subcommittee was created be plot Imperial strategy for the
remainder- of 'the w * ^

Borden*. In a speech at the loyal Gallery of 'the

^Greab Britain* farilamentany Papers* 1918#
B||orC of the Imperial Wal^SoHfwenSeT IvIB* GM* 9177#
■^Borden Cod* I# Borden Memoirs.,* II*

8 0 9 -1 I
4.*

10o&* #f

tmiM m

IX June, reaffirmed M s faith in te#

t m p e r f M .War Cabinet*

I# described it as wa Cabinet of

<k>varments® and apneas ad bis belief that the Imperial
War CAtiinel- was the *ge&a of "m. development

%n the

con*

sbitetiottai relations of the topi re which will form tee
basis of its unity in years to some#11' ; the Canadian
returned tone on if August.19X8* unaware teat tee .eol».lapse'" of -Germany

wm

so near*

the 'cessation ■of hostilities.seemed .imminent when
Germany asked President Woodrow Wilson of .tee United. States
im' prepare pease terms on tee -basis of M s Fourteen 'feints-*
Wilson complied and sent' his proposals to Paris where tee ;
Allies met on :
2f-October 1918 to consider-and discuss tee
.Of ■
■fresident"1®: plan-* ■ tee s a w 'day# iorde-ti sent l*loyd George
a letter raising the- question of dominion representation
at tee Peace Conference* Be reminded tee British leader
-of-the numerous wartime promises

eg

granting tee iemlisiofts

a role %n tee determination of peace.terms and further''
■warned teat tee Canadian people ■expected representation

■^%ilso%. ^imperial fMieyi,** pmf# do f* Glasebrooki Canada at. tee-Peace gon*
fprenoe. {forontoi University of Toronto Press*
f
’
1S3J* Hereafter cited as Canada at ionferenee*
As early as, X915a the government o-f the ■United
Eing&om had guaranteed dominion consultation as -to tee
peace terms*, tee promise was reaffirmed'in'both 191? and
“
Wilson* **Imperial Policy** p. 195.
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at the feace .Conference* 7 i*loyd George replied that- the
Question eoald only he solved by direct consultation and
in. .leves^er 1913 summoned Borden to Ingiani*^
fhe Canadian Prime Minister had been in Canada only
two months when Lloyd George*e summons arrived*--- fhe
Canadian had realised that he might *be emmomed at m y
time# but there- was -.still, endless preparations "to be com*
pleted*

In the- short time'available# the Canadian Cabinet

discussed home problems and decided to continue the war*
time coalition government*

there was.little discussion

.of the peace itself as representatives to the Peace Con
ference had to be. chosen*

Borden# as frime ■Minister and

■Secretary for Internal Affairs* headed the delegation*
Sir George Poster#-Minister of frade and Commerce, and
A* h*. -Sifton# Minister of Customs# accompanied the Prime
Minister*- 'Minister of $ustiee# C* J* Doherty# was
3.1

*r'
follow# ' A staff of other
'i
officials and representatives
accompanied the ministers-*;31
Newton W* Howell# the most important of the
Canadian delegation not mentioned above# was as interested
^Borden lei*).*, gordep Memoirs* 11# 891*
3%obert Baird Borden# Canada in. the. Commonwealth!
Prom'Conflict to Co-operation |Sxfor3s“ bSford:Inlversity
W k e T t m n p * 93* Blreafier' cited as Canada In “
wealth*
^Glmzebrook* Canada at Conference, p* 3lp*
3%omtel listing of the- Canadian delegation
torden fed*}# Borden Memo ire * If# 861*
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in Canada1a international status m was Borden*

Howell*0

idealism complemented Borden1© more premiatie- approach to

the problem*toother important figure# Boring C* ■
Christie# accompanied Borden as his legal adviser and
personal secretary*. Always at Borden’s- side# Christie was
Invaluable and# by himself# acted m Borden’s foreign office#
often drafting key memoranda which helped set the tone of
Canadian policy*^

fhe.Canadian delegation., represented

both major parties of the. coalition government*

Borden ;

■chose a delegation'Who# like himself# desired to establish ■
Canada’s international status# but his desire to leave a.
Strong team at home was of considerable Importance in his
choice#. Sir fhomas White was left In charge of -the coali
tion government as acting Prime. Minister*^
-

fh© Canadian party sailed for England on 10 Novem

ber 1918 and received, news of the Armistice. the nest day*^
TJpob arrival la London on 1? November# the ■Canadians re
ceived a cordial welcome# and then Borden went immediately
into conference with lloyd George*

ffee British Prime Minis

ter proposed that Borden should be one of the five British

3%esnl eys1do* Internal Affairs* p*

•

^Ibid** pp*
^dlaaebrook.# Canada at Conference* pp.* 3k~3$•
3%or den (ed* )# Borden Memoirs*. II# 86$*
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Empire represent&tives to the feaee Conference along with
himself# A* £■# Balfour* Andrew Boner haw# and George Barnes*
Mmmdm dtelititd. the special st$Mm m representative for
the dominions and emphasised that Canadian status should
be identical, with the other dominions*^

fbe discussion

was draped# and when the Imperial War Cabinet convened
on 20 November IflB# the routine of everyday business was
<piol4y adopted*^®
there seemed to have been a lack of specific peace
preparation, by the Canadians# but they bools a prsptatio

and- flexible position throughout the Conference and suf
fered no ill effects from that faet**^ however* Canadian
/

statesmen had developed a sort of' foreign policy by the
end of the war which rested on two cornerstones— a reali
sation that fandda must sooner or later assume .full sover
eignty# and an advocacy of' full cooperation between Britain
and tb® ©nited. States on all assent!#! Issues,^® In
addition# ■fanmdian foreign .policy# which bad matured
tremendously during the war# stood for some kind of
League of Rations ,Ita rigorous but not ©jrtppllag pea©#

^^laaebrook, Canada at Conference*,p. 35*
^OSsenleyside, External Affairs. pp. 57-58*.
^Shotwell, At Conference, p, 165.

tenas# and the immediate liquidation of intervention in
Russia*^1
Sis key to the first cornerstone of Canadian
foreign pol.iey**fuIX ianadian s©vereigrity~^was revealed
■by b crdon inring the Armistice period^ the Canadian Prime
Minister recorded hie- true thoughts on the future of the
Empire in M s diaryf
1 am beginning to feel that In the end and per*
haps sooner than later* Canada must as ewe full
sovereignty* She can jd,ve hotter service to dh/reat/
l/rit&ir/ and /Sa^_0>5^ted/ Spates/ and to the .'
world in that
full sovereignty# the recognition of CanadMs separate in*
ternational status# was the foundation of Canadian foreign
policy at war1.a end# and Borden was well on hie way to
achieving It by his insistence that the dominions' have
■separate representation at.the Peace tonference-*^
the question of prime Importance to Borden and the
other dominion Ministers was how the separate dominion
representation at the Peace Conference could be secured,
that question dictated the actions of Borden and the other
dofidJkion ministers until their departure for Paris in

^%eenleyslde.*.

^SGlazebrook, fanad^ at Conference, pp. i4.O-.i1_l.

m
.Itoisry 1919*

fh© struggle for separate dominion retro**

sertabion was a difficult one, but Borden, as Brim© Minister
■of the senler dominion* led the fight*

Admittedly* -he m »

calved full, cooperation and support from Moya George and
M s dominion colleagues.1*'6

In previous discussions among the Allies* the
British Empire was awarded five places at the Peace Con*
fereneef however* since the British government was a.
coalition*, the dominions could only hope to share on©, of
the five seats*

the' dominion prim©'ministers rejected a

panel system by which a day*to»day rotation of dominion.
ministers would fill the fifth British. Bmpire seat at the
Conference*.- Borden was under extreme pressure- from home
as evidenced by a communique from the Canadian Cabinet
which stated that separate fanail-an representation at the
kf
Peace Conference was imperative*
to. 2 Beeember 1919* French* British* and Italian
representatives met In Bemdoti .for preliminary talks* ' Much
to the -surprise of the Canadians * the dominions were not
invited to attend*

delegates.at that meeting decided that

the small powers, would be invited to- attend only, those ,
^%orden -Ced*)* lor-den Memoirs* II* 892*
^Canada and Newfoundland (fhe Cambridge History
of the BrlllST"’
S npxW*1"1Vol * vX'? 'feambr1&ge % fhe IJnIver~
slty Press*-1930)* ?fi# Hereafter cited as Canada and

ho
sessions of the Conference In which questions concerning
them were- to fee discussed*

If that decision' were allowed

to stand* the dominions* as small powers* would receive only
token membership at the Conference*^

therefore* Borden

pressed for the special,representation urged fey the home
governments*that of equality with the small powers com*
feined with a place on the British Bnpire delegations
Borden met with feioyd George who personally promised that
ho
Canada would receive satisfactory representation*
Bering the month of December 1918* Borden kept the
dominion ministers informed as to his proposed action* and
on 30 December* they agreed to his strong proposals regard*
ing representation*

the following day at a meeting of the

Imperial War- Cabinet* Borden threatened that unless Canadian
aspirations -regarding representation were satisfied*- he
could not fee responsible for the* consequences-.*^® Borden
proposed the following solution:
.first* Canada and the other Dominions shall '«•
-each have the same representation -as Belgium and
other allied nations at the Peace Conference,*,
Second* as,*-It is proposed to admit represents**
feives of Belgium and other small allied nations
only when their special interests are under

^Glaseferook*-' Canada at Gonf©renee* o« 1*1*
Wgorden fed,*}* Borden Memoirs* 11^- 875*

consideration; t urged that some of the repre*
sentatives of the British Bmpire should be drawn
.from a panel oh which each Bomlnion Prime Mln£s»
ter shall have a place#”
Hoadhioxi participation through the panel system filled the

void caused by the limitation which allowed, the small powers
representation only when questions concerning them were dis«
cussed#

India was to be represented in the same' manner as

the' dominions* and the imperial War Cabinet accepted the
Borden solution#^
The second cornerstone of -Canadian foreign policy
was the strenuous advocacy of full cooperation between
Britain and the United States on all essential issues,*
Canadian statesmen announced that Canada reserved the
right to be disassociated from any policy which placed

that cooperation in jeopardy.

S3

The Armistice period

provided clear examples, to illustrate-Canadian advocacy
of full Anglo^Amerimn cooperation#

The first example of

Anglo*American discord**the question of former German ter**
ritorlee^^demonstrated the conflict of interest facing.
Canada*

Borden, opposed a peace settlement that would

« i N * M W W W W ! ! * * * P W t f p M N i * W " p m < w t a i w ^

hawrence howell and B* Buncan lall* The
British Commonwealth •of Rations (Bob tom World Peace
Foundation Pai^hlets*T!9if)* p* '62£* Hereafter cited as
Commonweal th of Nations.
^Robert Baird. Borden* Canadian tonsti tutional
Studies {Toronto! University
p#T37T Hereafter clted as Constitutional .Studies.
^%eenleyslde* .External Affaire* p. $&*

hz
bring territorial gains to treat Britain if tbs United States
did mot assume rn&j n m ternitori&l respond ihility
m

At

Imperial War Cabinet meeting# i&oyd teorge reported

Bordenis concern over the acquisition ,of territory by the
Empire ami acknowledged Bordemis sound judgment of Amerl*
earn. public opimioii* Borden stated that
important .assets that the Umpire m n M

of the moat

get out of the war

would he the assured goodwill and a clear understanding be*
tweem (treat Iritaim and tee fmited States#11*®' He further
stated teat Oamada did mot. enter tee war to add territory
to tee Empire and would mot support any dominion claims to
conquered Osman territery uxdess they were essential, to
B6
tee future security of tee Empire*
toother ©sample of Canada*e advocacy of Anglos
American cooperation could he seem in tee struggle over
continued intervention in. ftnssia* Canada had supported the
British attempt at intervention in-Siberia while tee fmibed
States had rejected tee scheme* However# by tee time details
were worked out aad troops sent# tee war was nearly over and
ST
United States troops had entered tee war* _ With tee war

S % l 0yd §eorge# War Memoirs* 1#. 11T*

•^%eemleyside# internal Affairs.* p. 55.*

mm*# the

argument for intervention disappeared,

and Britain and; #apsn aim© into conflict with the United
States over continued intervention in Hussla*

Canadian

ministers were .©rt>arras@e'% but aided with the United States
against continued Intervention#

Borden was wader extreme

■pressure from home to © M the Cena&lan intervention^® and
was forced to reconsider his earlier position,

©n 30 Pee*

ember IfIS..#. .Borden ©larifled ianadafs position toward ins*
Sian intervention when he told the Imperial War Sabinet
that Canada would not support a British policy that meant
working in cooperation with another power /Japan In this
o«s|7:against the fbited States#

lbs fanadian frime Ulnis*

ter considered continued intervention useless and believed
■that ^th© only: thing to do was to have, a conference with
■aii.fhtssisn, factions, 'including the Bolsheviks
* ■

? :

In. accord&ne# with, home urging and American senti*
meat, Borden was ready to recall the Canadian force in
58Ibi<i., p. 58.
Borden*s solution to the problem ulti-

mately developed into the Frinkipo proposal whereby all
the Busslan factions# 'including the Bolsheviks, were in*
vlted to attend a .conference .with the, Allies# ’Borden
was nominated for the chairmanship of the. .frinkipO- Con©
ference# but the effort to -reconcile the Busaian factions
failed and the conference never took place# For an in*
teres ting interpretation' on Borden1© role..in the Prlnklpo
proposal, see loss 0harl.es Horning, fr*# %lnston Churchill
and British Policy towards Bussla, 1918*1919” (unpublished
$&*$* dissertation* Bapb* of History, George ’Washington
University, 1956).
■ ■■,

Mj
Siberia*

He denied a British request to keep Canadian

troops in

Mm®la*

and, for the first time outside- the
&0
Berth Atlantia Sphere,
Canada -exercised-' independent
action’over her foreign policy*

Canada was no longer a

passive partner to Croat Britain in world polities*^
fhus stood the progress of the dominionfs fight for an
.■International, status as the year ended and the. British
■Empire delegation prepared to leave for Faris*

Borden1s

diary concludest *$a ends this day and this.most event*
ful year which has brought cessation of /the/ war- effort
v

• p *

e w i

but not peace*n

/a

fhe Borth .Atlantic Sphere pertains to the re*
l&tions between Britain, the United States, and Canada*
Canada, by evolutionary' development., had come to have a
degree of Independence- over foreign'policy in that areai
before the war*
k%eenleyside, External. Affairs*.p, 56*

^Borden {ed*|, Borden Memoirs* II, 891*

OlfAffti III
B i M W A ® THE OOlFiSIlOl ctiAiimiii
The British Empire delegation and its staff that
embarked for faris on II ianuary 1919 eons is ted of 107
persons* of whom the dominions accounted far 75*^ Serdenis
principle of separate' dominion representation had been
■adopted by tee iriftiab &plr© delegation white in honden*
*

3K

bat the desired dominion states could not be achieved un*
less tee Allied sad Associated Powers accepted .teat prin*
I
elpte*
When tee Allied sad Associated Powers met., in farts,
tee whole ■fusstiem of participation m d representation was
still tentative* Contrary to tee preliminary action taken
by tee Allies to gather information for tee Peace Confer**
enc©# there was. surprisingly little thought given to tee
I*
question of organisation until late in tee war#
In fact*
^Harold Hieolson*

19tg (lew Iforkt

Harcourt* Brace* and 0ompanH*l9W#hSl^emperley#. feace
Conference# I, 2tf3«£&*

. . .

—

m * ki-U-2.
^ilasebrooh# Canada at Conference* p. k 9 *
1* lashlns and. ft* I* herd# tome .froblems of tin
feaot. .Conference (Cambridget Harvard
?Sss#
IfSwIV p p * H e r e a f t e r cited as Problems* Also see
P* i# .Marston# Ihs Peace Conference of’i m^r ^^^anlEation
and Procedure (lew TorkT :M'BSorlrUniversity Presa>TWT1#
p* 'sTnKreaFter cited as Organisation! A*' P* Tardieu* ■
the truth about .the '^eate'"TSBaianofisi ' the Bobba*
lerriil'yompany*1"’
'!^^!!* pp * 8S~86* Hereafter cited, as
3§gssSy" fempertey# Peace Conference* I#. E37**i|l#

there was m previously agreed

decision regarding repp©**

sentation except for an agreement by the five Great /Powers**
Great Britain# franc©* the tJnited States# Italy# and Japans#
that each of them would be allotted five delegates to the
g
Peace Conference*
as the statesmen arrived in Paris# they were faced
'with a number of vital Issues upon which rapid decisions
were necessary#' therefore# the wartime machinery.and pro* ■
cedwr© already established was continued and determined to
a groat extent the early organisation of the Peace Conference
the Peace Conference machinery was then# In reality# an
evolutionary Institution rather than an innovation or
A ■
original creation*
toe close observer commenteds
# * * the real origins of the Peace Conference
organisation took shape not from any formal
schemes of previous planning# either French or
British# but from the developing needs of the
negotiators#, and-resulted in* a compromise be*
tween foreign office proposals .and the still
existing war«tim© er§E§§fsatfott of the allied
and Associated Powers#?.
the. Supreme War Council# center of the wartime
'machinery# met on

IM January

Iflf and# .arbitrarily# inaugu*

rated the general, proceedings- for the Paris Peace Conference*
g
fh© term groat Powers will be used throughout
this worte to designate these five nations*
^arston# Organisation* p* 53*
?Shotwell# At Conference* p* 35*

After preliminary military discussions*, the military ad*
vlsers were dismissed ,and the Supreme War Council meeting
adjourned after the .ministers declared themselves the.

Supreme Council .of the Peace Conference*

this body* thus*

was an outgrowth .of the political conferences of the Allies
held throughout the war years and during the- weeks since

§

the signing of the Armistice*

fie .Supreme Council assumed many forms during the
Paris discussions* hut. for the first two and a half month#.*
■met as the Council of fen*

fee Council of fen consisted

~ef -the Head# of 'the five Great Power# and their Foreign
f
Htnlsters*
Hecognised m- the official source-of authority*
the Council of fen Initiated and regulated the activities
of the Peace Conference*

It decided which, questions would

he discussed by the Conference delegates in plenary sea'#
Sion#*, reserving seme of them specifically to Itself, and
I#
referring others to commissions and committee#*"'
During the first week of' its existence* the main
task facing the Council of fen was that of making final

%lsrsten# CrganiasMonM pp> 1* Shm$Sm
e

9m & * » p» 55.
^%dward M# House and Charles Seymour (eds *)*
What Beally Happened at Paris flew fork I ■Charles
Scribner?# Sbis*l^l77 p* If* Hereafter cited as
What Happened* Also see femperley, Peace Conference* I*

kB
arrangements for the Peace Conference*

it had to define

the relationship between the five Great Powers and the
other Allied and Associated Powers*- deciding which nation#
could attend and how each should be represented*

the

Council of fen agreed that the main duty of drafting
the treaties should remain in its hands* therefore* the
■rules of procedure adopted by the Council* and ultimately
by the Peace Conference* provided that not all of the
Allied and Associated Powers were to play ’an equal role
.11
in the determination of peace terms*'
the full Peace
Conference consisted of' representatives of all of the
Allied and Associated Powers* but these powers' were &i<*
vided into four groups according to their influence and.
participation in the war*

fbe four groups were;

1* Belligerent powers with General interests
^Sreat .fow@rg7 who attended all sessions of the Conference*
2»

Belligerent powers with ■Special interests who

attended sessions at which questions concerning them were
discussed*
3»

Powers breaking off diplomatic relations with

'the enemy who received the sgate, rights, as those with
Special interests*...
k*

*

Heutral powers, and states in the process of

.^hloyd George* fhe fruth* 1* 234*1?| Marston*
Organisation* p* 56*

h9
formation who attended sessions at the summons of the

Ore&t Powers*
All of the Ullsl and Associated Powers ware given
the privilege of attending the plenary seasions of the
'Conference# Out the number of representatives for each

was again based on a. four category scale#

the number of

plenary representative# for each power was determined as
follows*
1# ■Five representatives each for the five ireat
towers#
2#

fhre© representatives each for the special

powers of Belgium# Brasil# and Serbia#
S#

two- representatives each for the lesser or

smaller powers#
%■* One representative each for the other assorted
powers.# eleven in number#
the dominions were awarded the right to he treated as a
special category#
thus# the Peace Conference of Paris was attended
by delegates representing twenty*aeven states and the five
^%hid»* pp# 2%*65f
3# Department of State#
Papaya ■Ielatln& to .the Foreign Halations of the-United ■
3lal^#'l!
l
'
1!v!i|#"m e Paris'Peace 'UonfSrence'TX3 volsuTlIash*
fSpoHi HBKTteTs
)# ill#
kBJ% 'Hereafter cited as tf* s«# Foreign Relations# 1919#
fsn?le* See .also femperXey* ..Feace^Safereh^^.
^^Harston# Organization# pp# 26i$.~65*

British dominions ♦ Seventy plenipetentiarim played th#
leading roles at the Gorferenee* but there were mere than
erne thousand other delegates present in Parle to assist
them*
the rules adopted by the Council of feu, and ulti
mately by the Peace Conference* guaranteed the British
de^telotta special repreaontotion along the lines, of Borden1s
.London proposal#

It was* however* only after a long strug*

§1# that the other powers recognised the special nature
and organisation of the British Btap&re*
On 11 January If19* Moyd George had presented the
lorien,.
.
proposal,for separate, dominion, .representation to
the Council of fen* but the proposal that ten. additional
delegates from the British Bmpire attend the Conference
caused much concern among the representatives of. the Great
'towers* Woodrow Wilson was afraid of public reaction in
the totted States* but hloyd Geers# countered by reviewing
IS
■the .dominion war. record*'
the argument that 11the dominions
'

had put one million m m into the field11 won the support of
!&
-■
■■French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau*
Still uneonvineed*

* I*

note;

Baskins
A*
George*

kiski

tee Truth, I, 214-17*....
16Boroten {ad.)

ffllsea put forth a proposal iilefe allowed each iemialen
mad India bn# representative to.tit# f©see Conference*
M #f i OMrge explained that-the

iMph&

representation with ■the other lesser powers'' end would
not agree to Wilson1s proposal without dominion consul*
*
**
3*7
tation*
fee following »raiiig,. Bloyd deorg© eonr#f#d the
Wilsonian proposal of single representation to th# doml*
nlon ministers*.- When Borden found that the dominions
would raceiv© no rating rights under the Wilsonian system,
ha pointed out that 'the American fear of extra British
ftspira votes would ha eliminated and that Wilson1s trgu*
18

ment was largely ana of' sentiment*.;:

fee other- dominion

ministers weakened though, and the Wilsonian proposal of
■single representation was accepted by the British Bmp ire
delegation* Borden, however* was not reader to give in
and, -at lunch, complained to hlefd Heerge shout only half
representation with the. other lesser powers in attendance*'
fee Canadian Frime Minister denounced as unjust

my

limi*

tations which would keep the dominions *routside the eoun*
oil of the Conference, while nations that had taken no

**'* forelm Halations* 1919* farls* III, !*.$?*
^®iorden fed*}, .Borden Memoirs* 11, 899,
^%las#hrook*. Canada at Conference.* p* So*

direct? or active part in the struggle atood within an#
determined 'the conditions of Peace*" ■
Later that same day, Lloyd Oeorge voiced the
Canadian disappointment over Wilson*a proposal and again
reviewed the dominion war record* the British Prime Minis*
ter' reported that Borden had assured him that Canada would
at
feel mistreated if she received only half representation,
and since Wilson, did not want •to- appear personally opposed
to the dominion desires, h© proposed a compromise*

The

proposal provided for two representatives each from Canada,
Australia, South Africa,: and India,- one from'lew Zealand,
and none from Hewfoundland.

The right of the dominion and

Indian representatives to serve as members of the ■British
Imp!re delegation through, the panel sys tem was also re*
affirmed, and the compromise was accepted by both the
pg
dominions -and the Council of fen*
■

fhus,;the British Brapire delegation, at Paris con*
stated of .sis separate delegations, with five Peace Con**>
ferene© delegates from the United Kingdom, seven from the
dominions, and two from India* fee British Empire dele#2%
gabion met almost every day, ■
' and the views that Lloyd
^%orden (ed*), Borden Memoirs* II, $93*
S,, fcp©ij%n Relations* 1919*-.Paris* III, 532*
^%lasebrook# Panada at 'Conference, p. 50*
.^3warston, Organisation, pp.

t# S., foreign

Relations * 1919* Paris* 111* l?2**75s femperley, Peaeg

Sonarerence,IY2bo*

^

George took to the Council of fen were usually the views
pfa
of the whole British Empire as decided in these meetings#^
Although the Greet towers never- met as a Connell of fwenty**
five in which the British Empire panel system would have
given the dominions* as the fifth member; of the British
delegation* a direct voice in the decisions of the Great
■towers* the panel right allowed the dominions to place
men for selection on the commissions and committees later
created by the Council of fen,

Every major dominion repre

sentative served on one commission or committee during the
25
Conference,
With the representation struggle seemingly decided
in a favorable maimer In the Council of fen* Borden and
the other dominion ministers related while waiting for
the first plenary session of the Conference on 18 January
1919.

On the eve of the first plenary session* the Coun

cil of fen announced that Belgium* Brasil* and Serbia, were
to receive additional representation at the Conference#
Borden had promised the Canadian- people equal representation
with the lesser powers such as Belgium and quickly organised
p£.

dominion opposition to the change# '- When the initial
^Ibld.* p. 101; Lloyd George* fhe truth* 1* 31*3SjI Bordenjed. }* Borden Memoirs# 11* 903-20*9o0#
^%emperley* Peace Conference# VI* 5kS» Ola^ebrook*
Canada at Conference*1'p» 5fe»-.......
.

plenary session met* the dominions received the previously
agreed upon representation* but Belgium* Brazil* and. Serbia

each received One additional delegate.*.^
Of greater importance to Borden was the trend that
the Peace Conference seemed to he following-*

It appeared

that the Conference was to he a sham -and dominion repre
sentation useless if all important decisions continued to
he determined arbitrarily in closed meetings of representa
tives of the Great Powers*

Borden warned Lloyd George of

this dangerous trend in a letter dated 21 January?
I hope that it is not proposed to continue these
■conversations, for the purpose of settling questions
which are proper to be determined in the Conference
itself* otherwise there seems little occasion for
the Canadian representatives to remain longer in
attendance* * .* * You will agree that it is both
inappropriate and undesirable that we should' remain
In f&ris for the mererpurpose of receiving daily
a proces verbal' announcing conclusions in the de
termination of which we have taken no part**®
the Great Bowers were determined to keep control over the
Conference# ■and the plenary sessions proved to be -mere
t

formality*
At the second plenary session, held on 25 lanusry#
the Council of fen arbitrarily announced its decision on
the appointment of committees and commissions and the

^%©r the formal listing of- Conference rules see
C* S., Fprelm Eolations* 1919* Baris* III* l?2-?5*
^Clazebrook, Canada at Conference* pp* 51-52*

membership of such groups*

the announcement resulted in

strong resentment on the part' of the uneonsulted repre
sentatives of the lesser powers who believed that the
commission representation assigned them was not adequate*
According to the Council of fen plan* each commission or
committea would consist of two or three representatives
from each of the Great towers* and a lesser number of
elected representatives'from the other states at the Con
ference*

Borders concern over the representation on com

mittees was minimal because the dominions would be eligible
through the panel system* but he led the lesser powers*
opposition as an assertion of dominion independence and
pq
individuality*
1# challenged the Great Bowers over the
duality of the Gonference* implying- that there were in
reality two conferences in aesslon— a smaller one making
all the decisions* and the full conference meeting to
appease public opinion*-'
Glemenceau* 'the Conferonce President* reproached
Borden and reminded representatives of the less influential
states that they were invited only because of a sense of
fair play exhibited by the Great Powers*

delegates of the
•

^

leaser powers were dissatisfied but thoroughly disciplined.
^%amparley* Peace.. Conference, VI* 3%4| Marston*
Organization* p. 77i and'*BhoweSST"1
^ ? ■Conference* p. 347*
^%orden {ed*l* .Borden Memoirs» II* 905; dazebrook* Canada at Conference*.

56
by. the m&pmk%rng* they received at the hands of Oleiaeneeau*
fhe Peace Conference met in plenary sessions only Biz times
before the treaty was signed* and then- only to ratify the
conclusions .reached in the- Council of fen and its factfinding commissions*

31

the Conference President rigidly

.■controlled .the plenary .sessions and. the program w m
thoroughly planned in advance by the Council of fen*

The

lesser powers* however* had to be content with stating
their special, cases before the Great Powers* except for
their partial representation on some of the commissions
which were created:by the Conference*^
.Bepreaeotativea of the Great towers*, however* soon
found that It would fee impossible to keep entire control of
the Conference in their hands*.. The Council of Ten met al
most daily* but each special interest or nationality was
given a chance to come before the Council to state its case*
The sessions grew long ..and progress was alew*^

Cornell

.of fen had'realized its incompetence to- investigate many of
the problems facing it and* within a. week of Its creation*
began setting up commission's to which it referred special

^%empefley* Peace Conference,
At Conference, pp.* 36-57- FoFmfnufes
sessions preceeding the signing of' the
following sessions * see tf* S*V Foreign
Baris* 111* 1 5 7 * 4 1 3 *
3 2 Ibid.,

1*
Shotwell*
of the six plenary
treaty* and the two
Halations* 1919*
1
■

I. a^9»50*

3%aeklns and Lord, Problems, p, 26.

problems far preliminary study ant reeammenaatlons

By

March 1919# the expert work of the Conference largely bat
been organised into- commissions#'

fhese coimslBsions grew

in number as their advantages were discovered* 'ant accord*
.lag to i&rdien* $% commissions were at work before the
-5;<f
treaty was signed**^ the commissions were controlled by
■the Croat Powers with each entitled to 2 or 3 representa
tives on every commission while the other nations in
■attendance had fewer elected representatives# depending
on the problem covered by the commission*'' the commissions
came to have much more power than anticipated# but their
findings were still sent to the Croat Powers for- the final
decision, before being placed, In the treaty*
Borden and the other dominion ministers became
involved in the commissions through the British. Stepire
panel system*

$anad&** union© representation allowed

its representatives to keep a foot in both camps t the Crest
■Powers and the smaller ones*

the British Impire delegation,

employed either its colonial, ministers or its foreign office
ministers as representatives on the commissions*

and

tinder the panel system# .the dominion and Indian representatives
blouse .and Seymour Ceds* )t What, Happened* p* 25*
^Tardieu* treaty* pp.* 93# 9? *
3'%asklns and lord*-. .Problems* pp* 28-30*. 'For earn#position of all Commissions at"1tSe Oonferencei see U* $**
~

‘

- - -

> 1,91.9* Faria.* Ill* 43-90r

^aiazebrook* Canada at Conference* p* 56 <
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could be selected to aewe onthe commissions as British
representatives * the dominion ministers# thus# won© able
•to be freely appointed to act fop-.the British Skpine on
theprineipal commissions set up by the Council of fen to
' 38

consider specie aspects of the peace treaties#

'

ft was invhis capacity as a eomiasioa represent a**
hive# chosen.through the panel system# that Borden became
Involved in the controversial question of. boundaries# Be
was appointed one of the three British 'Impire represents^,
tivm 'to, the Commission .for Creek and Albanian questions
and served as fiee President of that body#

Bloyd George

thought highly of this group of Borden# Sir % r e Crowe#
and' technical, adviser# Harold lieeleoa# as -evidenced by
his statement that nBo abler# more influential.or more
impOTtial combination could have been chosen.to examine
the,- case made by the Greek leader#1*^

On 6 February# the

three representatives met# .and ^icolson tutored Borden on
the Greek situation# Borden did not think too highly of
Hicolson but respected Blr.lyre Growe*^®

Greek Cost*

mission m s to meet the nest day but m e delayed until,
IB February# the Canadian statesman# angered by,the re*
peated delays at the Fence Conference# wanted to create a
^%e»peri.ey#: feac^ .Gonfe^encsi. I# 259#
39Ibld.t VI* 31*5.
^■%ordsn (ed.)» Borden Memoirs. II* 910*

scene bat was soothed by bis colleagues*

Once the ooamls*

sion began working* the otter delegates generally accepted
the views of tee British Sapire representatives*141 Borden
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Salted States# and Italy

mb

as I*® real author! fcy of the

Conference* the Ceinait «£ Four*^
from about 1 April* the Council of Four mat at
President Wilson's apartment*

At times* outsiders wens

called in* hut usually the meetings were h e M In prirafce*
Sir' Maurice Haakey acted
group*

m

informal secretary

tm
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The Supreme Council of the Peace Conference had

at last reached a form which enabled it to make rapid,
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■fe# two organs of control*

fee chief functions of the

Dcmaoil of.flim-'wart that of discussing reports of the
territorial commissions and of dolling- the ©eonostlo prohr.
loss growling out of the Allied. hloehade#

$h© founeil of

Five smirtained the procedure of the defunct ionneil of-■.
fen an4 circulated formal minutes* hut It met otal^r 39
times- as opposed to the ?-I meetings of "the old Commit ofm '$*&
feu* '
Conference efficiency glee was increased hy the
appointment of a five**man Drafting Committee feat turned
imprecise decisions of fee commissions into fee' conelee
legal form neceaearjr for Ins-erfelon into the -treatf* By
f May 1919# the ©rafting fommittee had a treaty to pro*
sent, to the
Wife fee acceptance of separate dominion repre*
sen tatIon by fee %eah Powers#, fee dominions achieved their
desired status of etnality wife fee other leaser powers
In attendance:* In fact#, fee dominions achieved additional
power and. representation, through fee panel system adoptedby the British Implre delegation*

Still* however*, fee

dominions .faced discrimination, from dishelievors who
misunderstood fee true -nature of fee,- evolving- British
T'c.yi:—

1
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^8Ibid.. pp, 171-73; Temperley, Peace Conference, ■

lf 267*
^ ‘Pemperlsy, Peace Conference. X# 266-69.
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Impipe#. to insure their' int ernational status and to
prme their independence and equalifcy* the dominions had
to gain membership ,i» the two tinternational, organisations
planned hf; the: fence.Oonferenee*. Canadian, aims, could, only
he achieved if Canada was accepted i n ,these organs as a
separate and equal .nation#

63

m&fm
m m m

xr

mu m a m

§r x m o i *

Qnee the le&ee Oonferenee vis underway art repre*
sentation secured# the Canadians Mg«a to press for mam**
bershlp is the two proposed International organig&tl one***
.■the league of' lotions art the International I*afeer Organ!*
saMon*

the dominions were not seeking special rep*eaenha*

hlon# hot rather acceptance

m

international entities#,

deferring of equal representation#

fresident Wilson was

determined that work on the.international organisations
•should pressed with the peat# planning# and sine# the
Canadians had

m- part

in the pre^Corference drafting of

m e league idea# they played a more active role in seem*#
1
ing their membership in the league of Watlone#
lord fhlliimorefe draft# presented to the British
War tdhinet on i§ ifareh 191® -art later circulated among
the dominions and to Wilson# was. one of the earliest
attests under governmental direction to formulate league
£
■suggestions into definite form#
fhillimorefa plan pro*
vided that in ease of a .serious crisis or dispute# the
diplomatic group In a particular capital would e m e t e r m e r
1

Olasebrook* Canada at Conferenoe# pp#' ST*6£*

%avld Hunter HiH e r * ftie Drafbinit of the- dove*
nant {ft vols*| lew fork! 0# fT ? u l S S lT l o l l # ^ a W t r w
I# 3# 'Hereafter sited as IrafMng*

6If*
for consultation#

His league was a limited league* limited

in number and In function, and rather than being permanent,
it considered disputes only in time of crisis in the hope
of averting war#

Ho-provisions were made for other inter*

national cooperation, and such a system of diplomatic con*
saltation left the dominions out entirely*®'
Qu 0 dune, the French submitted a. statement of
league .principles* While not concrete proposals, the
■french principles were sufficiently close to the'ideas
expressed by lord Phlllimore as to make an ■exchange of
k
views useful#
Earlier in the. year on 8 January, Wilson
had advocated some kind of league as the last of his ■
fourteen feints#,

The fourteenth'feint stated:

A .general, association of nations must be
formed under'specific covenants for the purpose
.of 'affording mutual guarantees -of political
independence and territorial'integrity to
great and small ■states alike#> ■
President Wilson *s first league draft, completed in the late
summer of ‘1918, differed from the British and French plans
in that it provided for organised meetings, a permanent ■•■
secretariat, positive territorial and political guarantees,
8
and obligatory arbitration.
Mis advisers warned him about

pp*

% b l d ., p. 11.
% M » *

P*

*2 *

S b i d .. p. 17.

-
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.Article % of his first draft which called for positive
guarantees to preserve the integrity and political inde*
pe&detioe of any member of the heague*

David 'Hunter Miller*

Wilson1s chief aid- on the league question, feared public
opinion toward Article X both in the fnlted States and
Canada* He reported that "the false and fantastic vision
of American (or Canadian or Brasilian} "mothers praying for
their sons In the Balkans was as real to many uninformed
7
minds as a movie**1
■

there appeared on 16 December an important contri*
button to the. pre*€onferenc© plans for a league of nations
Covenant#

South Afrieais S m Christian ffambe* one of the

most influential, of the dominion statesmen* revealed his
heague ideas in a pamphlet entitled The ksaapas of Hattonst
4 Practical Suggestion* the Smuts proposal introduced 'two

important ideas later incorporated into the league*>*»the
mandat© system and, a proposal for Deague organisation#

He

believed that the Constitution of the Deague should b#
based on a separation of powers into legislative, execu*
tive* and Judicial .functions*- His Deague would consist
of a- General Conference or Assembly, a Council* and Courts
of Arbitration and Conciliation*. Bine© the legislative
body would be too large for .any real work* Smuts provided
for a Council that would, serve m

% M d **. pp* 31*32+'

the executive committee

of the League*

the eouneil would bo composed of. rspre*

sehfestives of the five Great Powers, together with fool?
other representalives drawn in rotation from a panel of
i
intermediary powers and a panel of .smaller, powers.
■Smuts suggested that the GreatPowers should have a majors
Itf ...of:ono in the. ieumeii *at*d eHplsineds.

the advantages of this eoaslfltutlosi Is that
the Great towers obtain a ma joriby*~elthough only
a. bar# ma|sa?lty^*repfeaentatleii on the eeumoll
and eeuld not therefor# eomplain that their in*
terests run the risk of' feeing swamped by the
multiplicity of small states*. Gn the other hand
the intermediate and minor' states received a very
substantial representation on the league.# and
eoeid not. eemplsin that, they are at the meray
of the Great towers*/?
fh# official iritish ■draft -.for the Oanfwane##-Lord Bobert 0ecsil*s draft# Introduced on. 1 January 1919#
envisioned a League Council o omposed of-the Great fewer©
only*

Wilson# by accepting the Smuts ideas on Council

organisation In M s seeofid draft of 10 tannery* countered
teoii*© plan*

the second Wilson draft' also adopted the

■Smut©: ideas on mandates but# m m h to the consternation
of the dominions# added the f ormer German colonies to the
mandate system.^® Wilson continued to advocate a league
composed of'r^resemtatlve© of a^assador rank# but'the

8Ibld., pp, 34-39.
n * 41 .
10Ibid.» I, 38-40'.

British would not agree because the' dominions and India
had no ambassadors.

Miller recorded that the British

representatives meeting with Mm began spending more ant
'
ii
more of each session discussing dominion representation***
.Cecil*© second draft appeared on li January#
10 ■■
Wilson1s third draft two days later#
and by 2? January#
a 0ecil*Miller draft achieved substantial Anglo-American
agreement*

the €©cil*Miller draft omitted the reference
13
to ambassador representation#
and it stated that the

dominions and India would be separately represented In
the League, of nations*

Although tentative in language#

the •principle of separate dominion representation, in the
League was assured*^
Burst# Lord Oecll’e aide# and Miller then met
and-a redraft was completed by 2 February*

this draft#

■an Anglo-American one# became the working draft for the
League of Battens Commission which had been authorised at
15

the second plenary session*

n Ibid., PPi 53-54.
12Ibid,» pp. 45, 49.
13lbld., P, 57.

•^ b i d . . p., 65.
13Ibid., pp. 54# 75*

Wilson introduced a fourth

draft on 2 February* but the League Commission chose to

use the lurst^Miller draft as their principal working
model*

.M tagle*Amerlcaii eeepsrstlen

m

the league pro

posals was progressing rapidly' during the last week of'
.ysnoaryv.lt .was almost shattered by dissension star
former iat^sa colonies,.^ llllsefi** second tesgae, draft
M i placed the barman colonies' under the mandates system*.
Out too domiaioos already had designs on those .areas*\
On 23 ds&uary* Heyi George proposed to the Council of
fen that- the Conference give precedence to oriental and
f
colonial questions because the European problems were

mm

complicated and would -bate* more tine to prepare#,

lie real aim was to establish dominion claims/.for the
former Carman colonies before a fully developed league
could restrict them#

Hbem..Wilsou saw that be could not

defeat Heyd 0 eerge*a argument* be successfully moved, a
resolution requiring all powers to present their,terri
torial claims'within tern days#

lie resolution*, however*,

failed to .thwart the dominions who had had their claims
ready for several months#: and they were invited, to present
their territorial claims to the Council of fern the nest day.
Before Introducing the dominion ministers to the
Council of fen* ileyd George ‘
made a strong speech in behalf

^ lfeGtiarl©s Saywoar (ed#}* Intimate -f.spars of Colonel
House :Ilf. vols*;%.Boston'? Houghton^WffliH'So#'* 19W5*M)*
?V* Ifl*-'Hereafter cited’as Colonel Hcasr.f. .

i?faui iirdssli* Versailles fwentv fears After
-{hon&om George Allen & S i m S * l W l T # » ^ 5 W .
Hereafter cited as VersaIllea.

m
of the dominion claims: in which he indicated Britain*s
position- on .the matter*. His speech stressed three main
points*

First* he reminded the Connell, that.they were'

in unanimous .agreement that Semahy was unfit to rule
its colonies and that they should not be returned#
Secondly* l&eyd. George accepted the mandate; principle
on England *s behalf* adding that the British Empire had
long administered Its colonies as a kind of mandate*
Finally* he asked that the dominions be. excused from the
mandate principle because .each had an irrefutable.claim
X®
for annexation of the former German colonies*
South
Africa* Australia*' and few Zealand- 'then made individual
claims for annexation based, on the right of conquest and
'19.
on the need for future security*
Wilson fought against the dominion claims and d@*
manded that the mandate principle be universally applied*,
2q
but he fought alone*'''" England* of course* wanted to keep
21
peace in the Imperial family*
french and Japanese repre*
aentatives supported the dominion claims* but Wilson stub*
bomly held out .for universal .application of, the mandates

l8Ibid.. pp* 60-61.
1 9 TJ.

s., PgrpfRa Relations. 1919. Paris. Ill,

719-28.
20lbld.» pp.

7h.O-k.3,

21Miller, Drafting. I,. 103.

principle*

the demands of the deminiois for annexation

of the conquered .German colonies conflicted, with the Wil«*
sonlan desire to place'them under international control*
ft
and' the battle was still raging, on 28 January* ■ Canadian
participation in the war was limited .chiefly to Europe*
hut the other dominions, were active in their own chores
of Influence conquering, nearby German possessions which
they fully expected'to: retain at the feaee Conference.#^
Borden stated before the war ended that "If the chief re*
suit'of this, war .whs■merely a scramble for territory by
■ V.

the allied nations* it would merely be-a prelude--, to further
wars*w^

However,." he realised the necessity of British

Empire unity and was willing to support the dominion claims.
2b
if they could be Justified*
Since Canadian representa*
bives had no territorial ambitions and were in a.parties*
larly favorable position to mediate the issue* Borden
assume# the role, of .peacemaker and attempted to secure a
co^romise*
^%irdsaXX* Versailles*.p*
^3seth P. fillman* Anglo*lmerlean delations, at
the Paris Peace Oonference IPriHeetom PrlHeetmTllniv'er■m
si fey^ie& *
:pJ W * rrfrHereafter cited as Angle**
American Eolations*t
franklin B* Hooper (ed«}* jhese Eventful years:
Phe. twentieth Century in 'the Haking as
'its" Hakers

® * 7 l W #

{& voSsts«3w

SorkF:'
n 'S^cIbSldia Britannfck*

l*,I®9rl0#: •

,

^Glasebrook* Panada at Conference# p# 39*
26Borden (©d,)» Borden Memoirs, H # 90$,

Borden believe# that he had. found a solution with
his proposal, that the appointment of mandatories need not
wait until the league was functioning#

% e powers war#

actually a league of MatIone* Borden said* and there was
no reason why they should not distribute the mandates at
once* Bordents plan* approved by Xleyd George* would allow
the dominions to accept the mandates principle while still
safeguarding their Interests in the .former German colonies*.
Wilson insisted upon international:, control of these areas
and held out for the immediate acceptance on the mandates
principle by ell powers with colonial claims.*. He felt

that the choice of mandatory powers and the details of
its application should be worked out later by the heague
27*
in its first session*'"'
Th& dominions refused to yield*, as. did Wilson*
On 29 January* Smuts introduced a plan that incorporated
the mandates principle into the league Covenant*

fhe

first seven clauses of the proposal were a genuine embodi-*
B$
ment of the Wilsonian .Ideals}
however* clause eight
which instituted Glass 6 Mandates read!
Finally they consider that there are berri*
buries* such as* Southwest Africa and certain
islands of the South Pacific* which owing to

■^Sirdsalt* feraallles* pp* 63*%*
2®Seymour* Colonel House# If* 319*20j l&eyd
George* fhe yruth* I* r
'

the sparseness of their population# or their ■■
small size, or their remoteness from the centers
of civilization, or their geographical contiguity
to the mandatory State# .end other circumstances#
can. best he- administered under the laws of the
mandatory State as integral portions thereof#
subject of the safeguards above-mentioned in the
interests of the indigenous population*^
this clause.# obvious in intent# would allow the dominions
to accept the mandates principles while safeguarding what
they felt to be their special interests*
later in the day# the British Ifeipire delegation
met to discuss the compromise presented by Smuts*

General

houis-jBotha# Prime Minis ter of South Africa# and Borden
■attempted to, appease Busies and Massey# Prime Minister of
lew Zealand, but the two representatives.from the South
Pacific dominions, insisted that the former German eolo*
nies be transferred outright*

Sloyd George complained to

Borden that nHughes wanted to stretch Australia from island
to island across the Pacific #

* *.* but thought that he

had achieved agreement on the Smuts proposal#

101

When the Connell of fen met on 30 January# Borden
was called upon to voice his views on the mandates con* ■
troversy* Be. favored the Smuts proposal but warned against
placing' too great a responsibility upon the infant

2 9 Miller,

# 'II, fti,'

30u.6y<i George, The Truth. I, 538; Seymour,

.louse* 1??#
.# B
m9 ®l B1 rdsall* fer^lSles* p*
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league.-^ Much to the disgust of Borden and bleyd George*
Hughes. and Massey again expressed their opposition to the
i

mandates system*

'(

*

*

after long arguments* threatening empire

unity as well as Angle*AmePieah relations* the Goumeil of
'fen accepted the Smuts compromise on m a n d a t e s W i l s o n
succeeded in defeating the dominion amsexatioii' attempts ■
and in blocking the immediate distribution of mandates#
but the language of clause eight of the Smuts proposal in#
dieabed 'that the Great Powers had tacitly agreed to grant
33
to the dominions the areas which they desired* " Borden
could breathe easier when taglo^taeriean accord was re*
Stored*
the dominions found themselves in a favorable
position regarding membership in the-league when the
league of lotions Oomiacion presented its proposals to
the plenary session on X% February*.

Previous Anglo*'

American discussions had removed, all specific limitations
on individual, dominion membership in the league * ,David.
Hunter Miller had presented a draft on Zt January which
■specifically admitted the dominions into the Deague# but
the wording seemed ambiguous and the dominions on % February

Foreign lelatioBs * 1919, Paris* ill* T9i|..3%loyd George* fee fruth, 1* 59*69| Birdsall*
fersailles* pp.* 71#73*
33lbid*.,*. p» 671 Miller* Drafting* I* .11%.* fee
mandates were parcelled out on 7 *Ky X W v * v

requested clarification*

Cecil. asked that ■the question he

deferred until a later date* and- since the future discus*’
aloha never occurred* the dominions assumed that they were
eligible for separate membership*- thus* by the meeting of
the 1% February plenary session#'individual dominion mem*
Ik
bership in the Eeagae was assured*
Opposition to dominion membership in the league was
relatively light*

Colonel Edward Souse* Wilson*s chief

associate* realised that the dominion membership might
later cause dissension when It was discovered -that the
British Empire would have six votes in the Ee&gue assembly
but offered no protest because tTlf Great Britain can stand
giving her Dominions representation in the Deague* no one
%4
else should object*11
fh© question of eligibility on-the
Council of the Be&gu© was a different matter*

Early plans

.for the league Council restricted membership to the five

Hr©at -Powers*: but the Council of

ton adopted the

Smuts sug

gestion making four non-permanent Council seats available
36
to the lesser powers through election*
On 13 February*
the Beague Commission agreed upon article % of the Cove
nant which set up the procedure by which the four non3 I1

■^O&astfbrocfe*.Panada at Conference* pp*. 59-63*

3%eymour* Colonel Bouse* ;
,
I?* 311*'
3%|.asebrook# Canada at Conference* pp* 63*6h*

permanent seats would be filled*

Canadian represents* ■

tivea took, for granted that. Canada would .be eligible as
38
one of the ■four if elected*
fee■text of the Covenant* as agreed upon by the ■
league Ooimaisaion* was ■introduced to the plenary session
on Ik February*-

fee l&ague Commission did not meat be*

tween that' date and lli March as Wilson was absent because
of his journey to- America*

fee interregnum was1looked

upon as a time for presenting the Covenant to ■the world
for comment and reaction*' While Wilson was encountering
difficulty in America* the dominion ministers were closely
scrutinising the Commission draft* and Borden prepared
criticisms and ■■amendments for the Commission draft which'
were circulated on. 13 larch*

it

fee Borden abatement began with' a warm egression
of appreciation for the •work done by the Commission but
continued with the warning that the provisions must be ■
practical, and not encroach upon.the sovereignty of any
nation*, fee Canadian Prime Minister then proceeded to
discuss the Covenant article by article* offering his
criticisms and suggestions.^0

3 7 Miller,

Always mindful of European

Drafting. I* 227.

3 8 Glaaebroolc,

Canada

Conference* p* 45*

committments* Borden attacked Article x# the mutual guarani
tee clause* as m

infringement of national sovereignty*1

la pointed out that any undertaking to preserve the ter#
riborial integrity and existing political Independence of
ell Ireague members was not practical*

Mo one could fore#

tell the future# Borden said* and all the territorial
delimitations of the treaty might not do justie# to
kg
national aspirations of the future*"' ' He ended with the
assumption that the dominions were entitled to become

signatories to the treaties and that each signatory state
would he .subject to the approval of its own. parliament*^
Hughes of Australia also circulated some criticisms* hut
they were mainly hostile and uneors tractive*, However*
both Borden and Hughes expressed displeasure over the
term ^Executive Council*1'as used throughout the Covenant
draft* believing that the term should be simply Council*
they charged that the term ^Executive11 implied a power
that technically did not exist* and. the tern was subs©**
quentXy changed to their wishes*^
When the Great tower members of the league Oommis*
sion met privately on 18 March* Cecil expressed BordenfS'
^%Xa.s©br©©M# Ganada at Conference* p* 68*

view of Article % m d the Canadian fear ,of being dragged
k5
into another luropean war*
Cecil also initiated a word*
ing change in the Covenant draft which had great implica
tions ■for' the dominions*

Me wanted Cermany bound by ■the '

,l*eague Covenant even though the defeated nation was ex-. eluded from league membership for an indefinite period*
Cecil asked, that the terns ^llgh;.Contracting ■farties** be
used in 1the Covenant preamble while ^States Members of the
league* be used elsewhere throughout the league Covenant*
Cermany upon signing the treaty as a ^Hlgh Contracting
fartyf1 would be bound by the provisions of the Covenant
but would not receive any of the privileges ■of the mem
bers*

the,.use of the term ^States Members of the league*

was to. cause the dominions undue trouble * especially, ■as
it was used in Article !*, of the Covenant regarding memlt6
bershlp on the league Council*
Borden* the Canadian delegation* and the other
dominion ministers did not recognise that the use of the
term ^States Members of the league1* was a threat to their
status*

in his criticism memorandum* Borden failed to

realise that Article % specifically •excluded the dominions
lif
from eligibility to. serve m the league. Council# ,,Article

281*
^ibid** pi a%*
^Clasebrookt Canada at Conference* p* 65*

h reads
fh© Council shall consist 'of the United States
of teeriea# the British Umpire, France, Italy,
.and Japan# together with the representatives of .
four other States Members of the League to be
selected by the Body of Delegates#W»"
fhe tern ’’States Members of the League11 excluded Canada
and -the other dominions because they were not technically
or’strictly. States*

If changed to simple'Metiers of 'the

League, the dominions and India would be as eligible as
ha
the rest of the countries* ? Clifford Sifton. In reriew*
lag deciles action of IS March, first noticed and- pointed
out ■the dangerous wording in Article 4 which made the
dominions ineligible for membership on'the Donnell*. Be
informed Borden who qulchly obtained the assurance of
Bobert Cecil that the wording was not intended to dis*
g©
criminate against the dominions*
On 1 April 1919# Cecil told the Americans that the
British Impir©^ Delegation wanted the word ^States*1 dropped#
inserting instead just Members of the League.11 Cecil
attempted to make the change without recalling the League
Commission, but the Americans -would not agree*

In fact#

Miller ■said that he thought the wording was deliberate
to exclude the dominions and colonies from the League Council*
^Miller, Drafting, I, 355-56.

^Ibld., pp. k77~7d.
^0Glaz©brook, Canada at Conference, p. 65.
*
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The dominions felt discriminated against,, and Cecil appealed
to ■Wilson and House*

On 13 April, a Cecil draft with the

wording change was circulated among the League Commission
members and Miller# upon Wilson’s orders, did not oppose
British*'51
'In. a letter to Lloyd George on I May 1919, Borden
pointed out fh© possible argument over future interpreta**
tion of Article I4. of the League Covenant determining
Council Membership*

Be asked Lloyd George to discuss the

matter with the Great Bowers which he subsequently did,
■and the Great powers agreed that no change was necessary
as the dominions were safeguarded by a fair construction
of its terms*

Borden, however, demanded that the Great

Powers1' view be expressed in writing: -and prepared a memo#*gp
andum feu* that purpose*^ The memorandum, prepared by
Borden read:
the question having been raised as to the mean
ing of Article If of the League of Hatlona Dove*nant, we have, been requested by Sir -Hobart Borden
to state whether we concur with his- view, that ■
upon the true construction of the first and second
‘paragraphs of that Article, representatives of the
self-governing Dominions of.the British -l&pire may
be selected or named as members of the Goimcil*
We have no hesitation in expressing our entire
■concurrence in -this view* If there were any doubt
it would be entirely removed by the fact that the

^Miller. Drafting. I, 1)78-62.

^2Borden (ed»), Borden Memoirs. It, 9lt-7*52«

m
.Articles of the Covenant ere not subject to a’
narrow or technical construction#
-*

*

Bated at the Qua! D* Qrsay# Paris# .the sixth
day of May.# Iflt#
, . (signed) &, Clemeneeau

■...., ’

Woodrow- Wilson
David liloyd George ^

With a signed declaration' safeguarding their status# the:
dominions were satisfied that their rights were secure#
■fee dominion representatives were not the only
conference delegates concerned with their national status#

The Japanese delegate# Baron Makino* moved an amendment
to the iieague Covenant ^which would establish complete
equality of status amongst all races which belonged to
nations who were members of the l e a g u e S u c h a,..
declaration was unacceptable to Canada# Australia# and
even the Chited Sbatesas the federal nature'of these
governments .Allowed their member parts great freedom in
immigration restrictions#’ .the Japanese ministers, realised
that their proposals would not be accepted# but they hoped
that their effort would pacify public opinion in Japan,

^Idoyd -George# The Truth* II# bjh#
^Glazebrook# Canada at. Conference# p. 72#
Birdsall claims that.tSe'^apanese^wefe looking for some*
thing to trad© for Shantung concessions* Birdcall*.
Versailles* pp* 8$w§0«
^Borden (ed*)# Borden •Memoirs* II# f27f -Seymour#
Colonel House* IV* 313#

On 25 March 1919* the dominion minis tors met to
discuss the Japanese proposal*

ior&en offered an amendment

which he hoped would.fulfill the Japanese desire for- status
while not alienating the dominions* hut Hughes of Australia
gA
remained irreconciXable*
Undaunted* the 'Japanese dele*
gate- proposed another clause for. insertion ’into- the league
Covenant*

Baron ^akino asked that the league Commission

add-to the Preamble- the clause nhy the endorsement of the
principles of equality of nations and the just treatmentof their nations-

■ Public opinion in Japan was quite

aroused by the continual denial of equality so -the Allies
searched- for another solution*

Cecil* Smuts* and Borden

introduced substitute clauses into the league Covenant
Preamble* but all efforts at compromise failed'because of
50
Hughes of Australia*The failure to- appease the Japanese
desire for equality divided the Bast and west more decide
edly than ever*

^Tillman* An&Io~Amer1can ‘
Halations* p» 303,
^^bid*.* p* 3<%*
^%orden {©&*}* Borden Memoirs* XI* 926*28*
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The proposal that another world body be established**
am International Labor Organisation, designed to deal specify
ieally with labor prot»leias***r&lee& farther difficulties for
Canada as she sought recognition as a major power#

Although

universally recognised m one of the leading Industrial
powers, Canada1s right to equal representation in the
International Labor Organisation was seriously challenged*
the concept of am international brotherhood of
laboring men had been developing since the early nineteenth
century, and several prewar international congresses were
held that sought to advance the interests of labor through
international cooperation#:

World War' 1# however, inter*

rupted the movement and revealed the shortcomings of inter*
national protective labor legislation to safeguard during
wartime, the interests of the workers*

International labor,

as a result, was interested in halting the war and sought
ways to protect its interests through assuring a lasting
1
peace.
Luring the war, labor organisations throughout
the world were concerned about possible peace terms#
%outelle Ellsworth Lowe, The International fro*
tootlon of jabor Clew forks ■
■ 'The MacmlSian'&ompany,' ..

T^STTT*pT^lW»*Sereaf ter cited as Protection of Labor.
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National and international conferences were, called in m
effort to determine the part international labor should
play in the peace negotiations*-

M early as 1914* the

American Federation- of Saber resolved to ^call a meeting
of representatives of organised labor of the different'
nations to meet at the same time and place as the general
peace conference * * * at. the end of the war*ni
resolution was. endorsed by- labor organisations in many1
ether countries* such as- the Canadian trades- 'Union Con3
gross**
In 1915 end 1916* ■Socialists- hold international
conferonees to decide what action the working classes
should take In behalf of peace*

the .International labor

Office* established In 1901* requested that It be a part
of the proposed, league of Nations .and suggested that a
specific labor guarantee be incorporated In the Peace
freatyj* frade^unioniats held, their most important war*
time conference at Berne* Switzerland*, in 191fi^ and the

%abor and the War {Washingtons
Pedemtionoin^Ibor^T9lBT* p* 10*

the American '

%owe* frot.ecti.on of labor* p. sxliJU
P* » " U *
%tephm Bauer* International labor legislation
and the Society g £ ■lations* :1TIf*'-bureauo? labor
tie ties BulleHn NoT^WiWashingtons ft 6* Government
Printing Office* 1919).* p* 1£5* hereafter cited as

%
Infcer*allied Labor Conference, held In London In September

8
19X8* adopted Wilson*# Fourteen Points *
A survey conducted fey the British Ministry of labor

near the end of ■the m r revealed that in almost every
country* labor organisations expected the Peace Conference
delegates to talc# some, sort of international action re*
T
.garding labor affairs.*
Labor would not fee denied the
important new role thrust upon-it fey the requirements of
modern warfare * -and its .demands continued throughout the
Peace Conference*
labor representatives had already petitioned th#
heads, of government in their respective countries for
representation and authority at the coming Peace Confer*
ence# ,President Wilson appointed Samuel tempers, Pres!*

dent of the American Federation of labor* to the .American
Peace Delegation! Britain and France mad#, similar arrange*
menis.bo give labor interests representation at the Con*
ference*

8

:rnrrn'Yr"™^
,^ ^ n^ :wT:nwrnnr"^'."7'“~.r."■"■■ c‘
•A* F* of t§ hmpt? and.the War* pp.* 381^86*
^lOxaes f* Shotwel!'(ed#)# 5Jgie Origins of the In
ternational labor Organisation 13 vmsT? «e&'Torkf' '
:
i ol^ S I a *^university'^li^sSr
|nil9I
Si)# -I* 10?♦ Hereafter cited

8
'Samuel Gompers* Seventy fears .of life and Labor
{3 vela*!
*orit» B* '
83! ShotweXX* Origins* I* lOT^OSj William L. Tayler*
Federal States' and.fcibor treaties.! gelations of. Federal.
States to the InlernatlonSTE^or OraSilailonTlSw""'^To®!
liollo IFeilJ W T f f p T W :
— ---- -

During the Armistice period# labor leaders bad
agreed to attend a confer©nee in February 1919# at Berne*
Switaerland*

Representatives from tws»ty*five countries#

Including Canada# attended.*' Ohiof among topics discussed
was the proposed De-aga of .lationa*

Representatives also

demanded.that a labor section be- inserted- into- the- Fe&ea
treaty*. 1m March 1919# discontented socialists assembled
'

'

■

-

9 * ■

in Moscow and formed the Third International*.

thus#

several labor congresses were held while the Reace Don*
ference was in session# and international labor was able
to advise -and to bring pressure upon the peace delegates
in the field’of labor affairs* The peace delegates dis*
covered that
The movements for the maintenance of peace
■and for the international protection of labor
ar© so interdependent that any league far the
peaceful control of international activities ■
would be foredoomed to- failure if it alienated
a large proportion of the working classes of the
earth by omitting an adequate program for the
international conservation of proper'labor
standards.*®
Two possible solutions, to the problems of Inter*
national labor emerged from pre*donferenee discussions •
The first approach was a labor Charter which Included a
number of specific reforms, advocating such innovations as

9i<°w®» hsfeaaUgai $£ fesSsar.* pp* *!*•**♦
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the eight#hour day#

fhese reforms* embodied In the Peace

■treaty* would become effective' upon ratification* and any
country that signed the Peso# freatywouM he bound to
accept the Labor Charter reforms#

'the second approach

was a Labor Convention# also embodied in the treaty* which
would establish a permanent International Labor organisation
with machinery to deal with the labor problems of its mem*
hers#

fhe Labor Convention would not obligate signatories

of the Peace treaty to accept any specific or immediate
labor reforms| rather** their signatures
■them as members to Che Labor Organisation#

Id merely admit
Delegates-of

the Continental Powers preferred the first solution* a
Labor Charter*, because of the immediacy of its inter*
national reforms#

fhe British delegation preferred the

alternative and instructed its labor experts to hammer

out a draft of the machinery necessary for a permanent
International Labor irganisation#

fhe British labor sec*

tion complied* r-and by lS January 1919* the opening date of
the Peace Conference* the British Delegation possessed a
11
very complete labor scheme#.
Possessing the only completed labor scheme* Britain
took the lead in. bringing the labor question before the
Peace Conference#'3*2 On Z% January 1919* Lloyd George
^Lloyd 'George* fhe truth# I* 653*57)
Gla^ebrook* Canada at CohferenoeT p#'7k*
12Shotwell, Origins. I# 12k-25*

P« de f#

m

.Introduced & proposal for the creation of a commission to
study labor problems * fhe most important aspects of the
proposal were the seemingly incited consent of the Great
towers to the creation of an International .Labor organize*
ti-on* and the specific restriction that the Labor Organ!*
13
E&tion be under the direction of the League*
■tee Great .Powers .set up the Commission for later*
national Labor Legislation with remarkable speed*

fhia

seeming deviation from the bickering and disorganisation
which characterised most of the early Conference led
several, authorities to question the motives'of the Great
towers*

fames f* Sbotwell* American labor expert* ex*

pressed two possible motives for the early creation of
the Ocssmis&ion on Labor t
tee first was •that the real masters of policy*
the Great Powers* had not reached an agreement as
to how they were'to proceed in the settlement of
the larger Issues before the Conference*: .and that
as there was need to give some outer indications
of activity in the meantime* the public and the
smaller powers were being put off with something
of general interest to keep them occupied* ■
Ghotwell continued!
tee other was that the .governments of Europe
were nervous in the face' of a rising Industrial
unrest* with unknown Bolshevistic possibilities*
■and had therefore to offer to labor a definite ’
and formal recognition at the very opening of the
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■conference*. both to justify themselves with refers
ence to the war in the past* and to hold forth ■
the hope of a larger measure of international
agreements in the future#3^ ,
lie British Delegation hoped that the newly formed
babor SommlssioB would adopt their scheme which would set
up an International Dabor Organisation#

British delegates

had. planned to consult the dominion representatives ae^a-*
rately, hut there was insufficient time since the Commission
was created so quickly,

Instead* /they held joint .meeting*

with the dominion peace delegates and Empire labor repre
sentatives,*

Borden and government labor agent* t* K.

Draper*, represented Canada at the first of these joint .
meetings on 27 January 1919*^

fhe preamble of the British

labor draft was slightly modified at the suggestion of

^James T. Shotwell* aThe Historical Significance

of the International Dabor Conference**1 Dabor as. an Inter*national' Problem* ed* by E, J* Solano CDonSoHs fhe
ffiSSUTSil^SS^, 1920* Chapter II* 43* William b* ■■
f&yler* former Executive Secretary for the tationaX
.Cobalttee of the International Dabor Organisation* supported Shobwell's first contention that the commission
was set up m a diversionary tactic* Tayler* federal
States* p* 25* H* W* V# femperley believed that"ntlieru
dSSission was set up primarily to counteract the pro*
vailing labor conferences* tooth trade-unionists and
socialist* fsmperley* feaee 6onference* 11* 12*
^^01azetorook * Panada at Conference.* pp* 73**?%*
as an Industrial country* Canada carefully studied thewartime proposals- of the' various labor conferences. When
peace came* the trades and Dabor Congress -sent Its vicepresident* Gustav Franeq* and the Canadian government
sent P# H* Draper to Europe where their duties were toe
consult with other labor representatives* too advise the
Conference delegates* and too attend the forthcoming con-*
ferenow at Berne in February 1919*

Borden and Hughes of Australia*

Borden questioned hew

federal- states such as Canada* Australia, and the United
States could be dealt with under the present labor scheme
lb
but believed that the -difficulty could be overcome* '‘ fhe
British B&ptre representatives did not discuss the- question
further* but it later became the stumbling block of the
tabor Commission*
Hie 'dominions approved the’British draft'on 31
i

t-

January, the day before the labor Commission held its
first' session*
*

fhis draft specified
that the dominions
5
f.

«

would have the right to separate representation in the
General Conference of the proposed l»abor Organisation#
but excluded -them from the opportunity to sit on the
1?
governing 'Council*' ■
0n 1 February# the International Baber Commission
met .for the first time? Samuel Compere was elected presi
dent*

fhe Conaileeieit- held thirty-five meetings.#.spanning

a period from 1 February to *& March* and its delegates
hoped, .to prepare a plan suitable, to both the governments
18
and the labor organisations of the world*'
4s a starting 'point*, the Commission adopted the

l6Shotwell, Origins. I, I2I4.,
azebrook, Canada at Conference, p* ?lj.»
*18

* fayler* Federal States* pp§ 29-30*

British labor draft*

this draft* which became the primary

working draft of the Baber Commission* dropped the idea-of
a labor Charter in'favor of the International labor Organi
sation solution*" fhe labor' Charter* 'however* was -reintro
duced in the Commission and became the most important amend
ment to -the British draft*

Both the labor Charter* a

statement of-demands by labor* and the labor Convention*
which set up the machinery for a labor Organisation* were
subsequently embodied in the Peace treaty*
lormal Commission procedure called for reviewing
the draft article by article* amending and passing upon
each article separately*

the most controversial and time

consuming section of the Baber Convention was Article 19*
dealing- with the unique power arrangements of a federal
state in regard to international agreements.

Hie trouble

some article contained 'the provision that proposals'of the
International Baber Organisation could be presented in the
form of an international contract*.. %ei* receiving twothirds of the General Conference vote* the proposal would
be regarded as passed*. Unless a member state expressed
Its disapproval within one year* an international labor
contract would, then become obligatory*^
...

....a
-'.,.'.-.i,.,..

fhus* each, state

T.». ....... . ........

^International Babor Office* Of£Iel&I-Bulletin
(Geneva, 19233* I* 13- Hereafter citef'W 1 * # ' '
Official BuIletin-^1923♦ Article 19 was ■originally'18
ln"1,
^Eer:i'&>f;
^ll
sK'SrafW#

w m left with, the right of veto#, hut to Invoke that power
would b© to oourt -diaaster among world ©pinion*
Uh© Commission agreed upon moat of the -British draft
except Article 19 which they postponed time end again*' fee
Italian delegation hoped for a much stronger obligation
than expressed In the British draft of Article 19 and en^
listed French support*

fhe American delegation* on the.-

other hand, feared such an obligation and stressed -the
oonstitutional limitations -of a federal'state*

Henry

Eobinson* the American delegate., suggested that where'
eonstibutioral limitations existed# those member states
should treat International labor contracts as recommenda
tions only* ■fhe only obligation on such a member state
would be- the moral responsibility of its government touse. Its utmost efforts to bring about legislation to imr ■
plememt International labor contracts* " ' fhe Amerl can
proposal seemed without obligation and. ineffective*. When
further dissuasion got' nowhere# Barnes#•the■British dele

gate and a©ting President of- the- Commission* proposed that
Article 19 be placed In moratorium' until the rest of the
draft articles were studied* He -also appealed ■to the ■
delegates to use the intervening time,.to work out a solu*Mora,21
fayier* ‘Federal Mates* p* %-0*
£1I.

0,, Official Bmiatln— 1923, I, 61,

9f
Buring the six day moratorium on Article 19# Ameri
can and British delegates each worked out a compromise pro*
postal*

The British proposal# introduced on 27 February#

suggested that the constituent states of a federal state
adhere separately to international labor- contracts#

Under

that system# a federal state such as Canada, might be faced
with a divided country# half favoring the labor legislation
and half rejecting it#. In such a case# the federal power
would'be powerless to intervene#

lobinson then submitted

a redraft of his earlier proposal#, but the British plan
was adopted.# The controversy over Article 19# however#
was far from settled#

According to a prearranged plan#

the Commission adjourned so representatives could consult
their delegations before final passage of the Commission
draft.22

The recess lasted from t8 February until 11 March.
1919# in which time British and American delegates worked
toward agreement#

In an attempt to shed more light on

the difficulty posed by a federal state in regard to
international obligations# ilr %icolm Belvinge, a
British delegate to the Commission# asked Borden for aid#
fhe dominion statesman referred the question to €• J#
Bohepty# the Canadian Minister of Rustic© who# unlike the
C M ted States legal ©aperts# had no doubts as to the power

^fayler* Federal States# pp.
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of the federal government to ratify labor agreements#
Justice Doherty replied that Canada would have to trouble
In dealing with International labor agreements even though
she was a federal state*

fie conceded that normally such

matters m labor legislation were within the powers of
the legislatures of the provinces hut held that Article
13M of the British forth America Act seemed wide enough
to confer upon the Parliament of Canada all the legist
X&tive power necessary or proper for performing the ob
ligations of Canada or- of any province under such inter**
23.
national labor agreements."
Doherty1s report showed that the Canadian' delegates
were under the illusion that even though a federal state#
Canada would be confronted with no problems due to Article
19*

this explains their apparent lack of concern ever

Article 19*

Justice Doherty*s views* however* were never

realised in GanAda* and Article 132 of the British forth
America Act .was -never used to ratify m international labor
contract against the wishes of the Canadian provinces*
the views of Justice Doherty served to point out the
^Shot-well* g,ri%ins* 1* 155*- Article X32f British
forth America Aetf tf¥EeWrli ament and Government of
Canada shall have all powers necessary or proper for
performing the obligations of Canada or of any Provincethereof* as part of the British Empire* towards foreign
Countries# arising tinder treaties between the Satplre and
such foreign Countries** Glazebrook* Canada at Conference*
p * 7$*

%
■prevaiiiiig ©pinion mi the Canadian delegation, with regard
to federal authority*

Perhaps this elfmate of opinion

©tamed from lit© Canadian

with the "question

of Canada1a International status and her right to exercise
her own treaty-making power.
£h© O&tmdiari Comtituilon* the British forth Amsrl*
©a Act* did not mention the word "labor” in either the
©numerated subjects granted exclusively to- the provinces
or in those granted to the federal ..government* A search
for terms corresponding to the word "labor” revealed that
sometimes the federal government and sometimes ^the pro
vineial govewments had. jmrisdlotioii over labor legist
lation*

therefore# it became necessary to examine each

case separately in order to determine eorsbl tmtioral
jurisdiction;

the first cases ■arising from the Inter**

national babor Conference* held ..in Washington in October
1919* set the precedent 'of submitting international, labor
contracts to the Minister of Justice for deteraimtloa of
item extent of Canada1s obligation under treaty committmerits, ' Canadian policy*, officially adopted in 1920#
stated that treaty obligation© incurred by membership In
the 'labor Organisation did not obligate the federal

^Stotwell, Origins . 1# %$$..
^Tayler, Federal States, pp. 107-06.

governament to ©met. labor contracts into Ian without the
consent of the provinces*fh© -baber -towtissleit recess ended -on. 11'Hereby, and
'.aix :dsya later*, another American delegate* lames f* Shofcwell*.
presented a compromise proposal on Article 19*

Sis com*

promise made two changes in the.-.'.previously accepted British
draf t*. First#, the International hibor Organisation could

■■submit recommendations rather than'international labor
contracts to the member states for consideration# without
any further obligation being placed on the .governments'of
the ■■states*, this Idea was much like the one earlier advo*
v

i

,

■oated by lobinson#,,:the other Ameri can delegate*- the .second
/.modification.allowed federal states which were constitu*
■blenally limited to treat all international labor ■contracts
as recommendatione only *.

there was still some dissension

.in the Commission*. hut the general consensus of opinion vseOmei'to b# that it was better- to have the halted .States
;in ■a weakened labor scheme than not to 'have her adhere at

-■-'IS ■ '
•
all#,
On 19 March* the Commission adopted its ■completed
*

■draft with. Shobwell*# compromise. on Article 19*,. 'the com*
plated draft contained both a- labor fharter and.-a babor

-'^International Babor Office* .Official Bulletin
rlt.volSfl Oeneva* .1926)*- XI#. 11*12*. "
'^'■^fayler* Federal: States* pp.*, 5l*j3j.*,.

Convention,

to 21*. March* after preparing a report for the

plenary session embodying the results of its labor* the
. 29
Commission adjourned*
All that seemed necessary when the Commission ad
journed was to have its results placed on the agenda of the
30

next plenary session*^'

While Barnes* acting Commission

.President* worked to secure a plenary session* dissension

■grew among several delegations* threatening to destroy the
■■work of the labor Commission*

Surprisingly* the most dif

ficult opposition came from the British Bmpire delegation
itself*

First* the ■h&bor Charter had not been a part of

■the original British 'draft agreed to by the dominions*
Also*, the Bahor Convention* with its seeming inequalities*
had failed to keep pace with the evolution of dominion
status at the Conference.

Dominion opposition to the

habor Charter was concentrated on Point 8 “which provided
for equality of status and treatment for foreign workers.^
Point 8 of the Dabor Charter read?
In all matters concerning their status as
workers and social insurance foreign workmen law
fully admitted to any country and their families
should be ensured the same treatment as the nationals
of that country*^
^%ayley* Federal states* p* 80*
30lloya George* Jhe Truth* 1* 655*56*
31Shotwell, Origins. I, £00,
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This clause posed a most difficult dilemma for Borden end
M e colleagues-* The Canadian nation# young and developing-#
accepted and favored immigration with the exception of
Orientals*

the western provinces'-especially feared that

a flood of Japanese andiMnese immigrants would lower
their standard, of living*

provinces such as British

Columbia barred Orientals from many occupations and die*
criminated against them in numerous other

w a y s

*33

‘These

provinces would not permit a strong declaration in' the
Peace Treaty favorfrg the equality of .foreign workers*..
The Canadian delegates also objected to two art I*
else In the labor Convention which provided for the machinery
for an International labor -Organisation#

The dominions were

granted membership by Article 35# but only In such- a manner
that their equality was certainly questioned*
bion&bXe clause of Article 35 read?-

The object

’’the British Dominions

and 'India shall have the same rights and obligations wader
this Convention as if they were, separate High Contracting
lit
the wording rtsa if they were separate High Oon*
tracting Parties** seemed to imply inequality*

The dominions

felt that they were High Oontracting Parties# and the implies*
bien of inequality was added to by Article 7 Which excluded

^%lezebroo!t, Canada at Conforenee. ,j>» 77*
3ksbotwen, Qglaina. I, jp.0*
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the- dominions from fete aoverning Council*-^ Article 7*
which set down requirements for membership on the Govern* lag Bound 1* stated that % o High Gonferacfeing Party* bo#
getter with its dominions ate Colonies* whether self#
governing or not* shell be* entitled' to nominate more'than
one memberw*

Sinee Britain nnquesbioa&bly would be

represented on the' Governing Bouncil of the I*abor Organi
sation* the objectionable clause would deny the dominions
the right to- representation on that body•
After felling in several attempts to .amend the
wording of-Articles T and 35* Borden decided that

11the

membership of the dominions was to be -the same as the ■
37
league Covenant in respect of .eligibility* * * *n
Under
Borden1s leadership* the dominions had succeeded in gain#
ing full equality as international states in the league.!

if successful* his proposal would have the same effect
in the labor Organisation*

fhe other dominion ministers

agreed with Borden and decided to bring the matter before
the British inspire delegation#
opposition to Point 8 of the labor Charter and
similar objections to articles in the labor Convention

3gIbld,. I, 218-19.
^^Glazebrook, Canada at eonference* p* ?i*
37Ibld., p. ??,
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resulted la a complete reexamination of ■the entire labor
scheme* When tbs British laspire delegation met* many new
questions ares#*' the question over the relationship be-*
tween tbs habor Organisation end tbs &eague was particularly
acute*' So^bes of Australia.* suspicious by nature of any
reel or supposed j&psnese advantage* feared that tbs
racial equality argument to the teagtia might teap' %pan
out* "If &aber Organisation membership was dependent on
league metbcreli&r* lapan would in that case belong to
.neither* Her industrial competition* without the inter*
national labor regulations binding tte member nations*
might then become dangerous, to Australia* Susies* Massey*
and. Botha favored separate membership In the league and
the labor Organ! nation*

temaa*. however* remained firm •
■

In his belief that identical membership was essential and
what was implied in the &ator Convention and the league
Covenant'*^
Borden played the role of mediator in the British
Empire delegation and ■arranged for a thorough discussion
of the labor Commission report*

two meeting,# under the

chairmanship of Mr*- Semes on 29 March produced, only the
realisation that several articles of the proposed labor
program would require amendment*

the Canadian statesman

then suggested the appointment of a subcommittee to consider

^%betwell* drifting* 1* gOB*

amendments to the Labor Convention and Charter*

Me did

not attend the subcommittee meeting*, but A* L* Bitten
represented Canada and reported!
1 may say that the representatives of the
Pominions and India were practically unanimous*
first* in the idea that membership on an Inter*
national Labor Organisation should be separate
and distinct from membership of a League of
Hationsi second* that Section 35 should be
amended so as to allow dominions to accept or
reject membership In an International labor
Organisation separately from each other or
dreat Britain* * * *3f
Sifton then expressed his fear that .Barnes and the British
delegation would attempt to rush the Labor Commission' draft
through the plenary session without amendment or discussion.
Ho further cautioned!
As this is probably the'most serious problem so
far as our domestic matters are concerned* it
requires very thorough examination before'" re*
calving the assent* either by inference or otherwise* of the Government of Canada.^
Bn 3 April* Lloyd Oeorge presided- over a full meet
ing of the British Umpire delegation*

It is significant

that Lloyd Oeorge took the time to preside at this meet
ing: when he was Involved in some of the most criticial
difficultlea of the Conference*
for the- following reasons.

He agreed to preside

Mr. Barnes argued that the •

labor proposal was originally a British one and that the

19

^Bla&ebraok* gaimda at Bonferenee» p* ?6*
kQibia.

British delegates tod spearheaded the scheme in the' Labor
©omission*

Dissension in the British Umpire delegation*

he thought* would iimdotibtedly have a deleterious effect
on British, prestige at the Conference.

$he dominions* as

evidenced'1^: ilfbon* a report* were in close agreement on
several points of the labor isra© and stood on their prin
ciples.

Lloyd ©eor-ge* realising the gravity of-"the situa

tion* agreed to preside.* 'the meeting failed to achieve
agreement* but many points of dissension were clarified*^
Balfour then took the chair for two further meet
ings on 8 and 9 April*

the whole labor scheme was reviewed

at these meetings under Balfour*s chairmanship* and someagreement was reached*

fhe dominions agreed, to the Labor

■Convention after the British delegation accepted the
.•Borden amendment of Article IS* and'Barnes .consented -to
print up- a new draft of the Labor Convention containing
|.|p that amendment*
However* the dominions stood firm In their oppo

sition to the Labor ©barter*
cerned over Feint 8*

they were especially con

Any international legislation that

might tend to lower provincial legislative barriers against
foreign workmen* the Oanadians felt* would cause a serious

^ S h o t w e ll*
p.
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crisis at. foams* Since the habor Charter Has areata# to
be an integral part of the Peace Treaty# the other minis*
ters agreed to the Canadian demands for furthen discussion
and ■agreement*

Therefore# only the labor Convention# with

■Article 35 as amended by Borden# was to be discussed at
hi
the 11 April plenary session*'"'
Other delegations were -also reexamining the labor
proposals with great interest• The Japanese# aware of the
disagreement in the British Empire- delegation# sought to
make an alliance with the dominions*

lapan felt that some

provision should be made for countries which had not reached
the -stage of industrial development achieved in the Western
nations*

y&pameae delegates believed that it was impossible

for their country to achieve immediately the same standards
as in the West# and her case was- strengthened by the fact
that India was in a similar position*

the Japanese pro*

posal# howev&r# was hindered by the suspicious Australian
delegates who- feared giving any special advantages to
lapan*

The resulting compromise# which satisfied both

.Japan and India# was the addition of a clause to the
labor Convention obligating- the labor Organisation to
take into account a country1a stage of Industrial

h%
Borden (ed*)# Borden Memoirs* 12# 933# 956*

development when making its international contracts*^ Urns# the April-meetings of the .British 'inspire' ::■■
delegation were pregnant with results: the dominions stood
firm against the- pressure-of Barnes and the British dele*
gatIon -to pass the- labor Commission draft without modifi*
cationj ,
Article 35 of the'.labor 'Convention was amended by
Borden so that the dominions would achieve equal rights
and representation In the ■labor Organisation! the labor
Charter# containing the: particularly cb Jeetienable Point
8# was postponed until a suitable compromise could be
worked outf and India had "been appeased with the stipula*
felon that the labor Organisation# when making"'its proposals
would take into account the- stage of-industrial development
of its members*

Boml&lon solidarity-proved Itself a mighty

weapon in the destruction of British domination of the >
British B&pire delegation*
When the plenary session of 11 April convened*
an unaltered text of the Commission'1a h&bor Convention
draft-was distributed to the delegates♦ through some-,
misunderstanding# the agreement secured by Borden in the
British Empire delegation meeting of 9 April had not- been
included*

Borden realised that Article 35 was not changed

to M s specifications and immediately conferred, with lloyd

^Shotwoll, Origins, I, 202-27.

George* Milson* and Glemenceau*

The group agreed that m

amendment was:in order* and it m s with, their approval that
SoMeti. proposed his j&tielfe'3$ mendmm,il-l® the Conference#**®
fhe.,dominions were also a l m m d to learn that the
■entire ©ommlssion draft m s to ho presented for passage*
Balfour* on' f dpril* had specifically proas!sod the dominions
that the labor Charter would not he discussed at this- plenary
session* Wilson* however* Insisted on passage of the entire
labor 0omig.sl.on draft bee&us e he feared that, failure to do
so would emee had effects in Europe* ■Borden countered-with
the argonaut that the ^inclusion of the clause ^oinb'8 Of
the Baber 0harte£7 might lead to, great disorder« possibly
■rebellion-cm the -facific coast'of. the Britet .States and.
k6
of Canada*11, ,against stiff opposition* ierdea*. Balfour*
and the other dominion minis tars .managed -to table the
labor Charter*^
Barnes submitted a resolution t# the plenary see*
sion ashing- it to approve the Baber Convention as drafted

by the fosmdsslon* He also ashed that, immediate steps be
ta&en to start the- Babor -Organisation macbinary- .functioning*

^%erden led*.)* Borden Memoirs-* pi,
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^%alter. 4* Hiddeii led*)* Bgpyentt -on Canadian
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The Barnes resolution was limited to the approval of the
Labor Convention and did mot. include.the controversial
JbB

Labor Charter a'till under discussion*;

At this point*-Borden introduced his amendment -of >
Article 35 with, a short: speech In which he said?
Mis. Convention la-, linked to many ways by its
terns to the Covenant of the League of nations, and
I think it desirable .to.make it perfectly plain that,
the character of its membership and the'method of""
adherence should be the same in the,cm case as in
the other

fo insure that view, Borden then, moved his amendment*
The Conference •authorises the ■drafting' Commit tee.
to make such amendments as may be necessary to have
the ^abojy Convention conform, to the Covenant of
the- League of Bations in the character of its mem
bership and in the method of adherence*^®
Both the original 'motion and Berderto amendment were unani
mously accepted*^
The Borden amendment for Article 35 directed the
Drafting. Committee to take the necessary steps to give'the
dominions- the equal rights and privileges they enjoyed in
the League* Borden "■contended that his amendment of Article
35 would also necessitate the elimination of that part of
Article 7 which specifically barred'the dominions from

^Shotwell, Origins. I. 209.
W Ibld., II, 14.06.
g0Ibid.. I. 209.
^Borden (ed. )* Canada in Commonwealth, p. 1014.
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membership on the Governing' Council.^

Sifton* ever vigi-

lentin Canada1s behalf* added*
It.is probably not a question of special in*
portanee whether Canada or Australia or the other
dominions should, have representatives''or the flovem*
ing Body or- not* * . . but it is important, that
they should at least have the rl#it in common
with the other members to'nominate'a 'represents*
tlve for the consideration of" the Conference*
Anything that hints at -Inequality in connection
with an' international body would' immensely &gtract from the likelihood of its acceptance*?*?

fhe ©rafting Commit tee# however* denied Borders inter*
pretation and refused to eliminate Article ?.

The main

opposition came from the United States* and' Borden spent
the rest of .the Conference attempting to persuade the,
©rafting Committee to ■accept his interpretation of Articles
7 and 35*
Borden and the other dominion ministers .had barely
managed to table the objectionable- labor Charter at the,
11 April plenary, session*-

The Canadian statesman, realised

that further opposition would, be futile unless, an'alter*
nate draft.could be'worked out*

Again he played the diplo*

mat and initiated discussions for a. compromise*^1,
The nine-point ©abor Charter* perhaps the most often
discussed part of the labor issue* was no easy matter to

Tillman* Anglo-American 'Relatfons* p* 309*
-^Glazebrook, Canada at Conference* p* ?8.
^Ibid.* p* SO*
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settle* ‘Canadies* objections to Point 8* dealing with the

extension of equal states and wosking conditions to imml*
grant womens, were deep seated*

Australia was o w n more

venomous If6'opposed than Canada, and it appeared that thefhited States faced similar difficulties*'' Barnes, however*
in his role as acting President of the Labor Commission,
felt himself duty hound to defend the Commission draft
-of the Labor Charter,* He was supported by the Japanese*
who were searching for equality for its nationals* and
moat of the Continental Powers*®
Balfour redraf ted the Labor Charter .and asked Borden

to secure its approval from the American* Italian, and
Belgian representatives« the Canadian Prime Minister met
with VanderveMe {Belgium) and Colonel louse {Chited
States) but failed to achieve agreement on the Balfour
redraft*, Balfour then asked Borden to present a draft
of M s own, which he did*' On 2? April* Borden presented
his Labor Charter draft to a meeting attended by Barnes*
Vandervelde, Robinson* and Otachlai of the Japanese dele
gation.

The Borden draft was adopted, and the way cleared

for its presentation to the pleraiy session the next day*®
throughout the negotiations, Borden worked on terms of

®$hotweli, Origins* I, 212-13*
®Borden fed. )* Borden Memoirs* 11, 957-60*

friendly cooperation with Balfour and Barnes*

Bis

accomplishments in the Labor Charter again illustrated
M s ability'to .get along with the other representatives*
.and that ability was pertiaps his most valuable diplomatic
trait*

When the 2&- April plenary session opened* Barnes
reintroduced the original labor Commission draft of the
labor Charter*

SEhe Labor Charter had been presented utthe previous session but had been tabled#5®'
' Barnes
announced that difficulties had arisen since then and

that changes had to be made*

He stated that he had un

successfully attempted a redraft of the Labor Commission
draft but added that *Sir Bobert Borden was more success
ful than 1 have been In getting agreement upon a redraft. . . ."59

For duty's sake, lames tberx introduced

the- original Labor Commission draft of the Charter*
Borden then read his amended draft of the- ninepoint Labor Charter*

He explained!

% may say * • • as President Wilson-said of the new draft- of the -League of nations*, that- the-re
are no alterations in substance as 1 understand
It*. ■ there is* however* a new arrangement* and
the phraseology has been somewhat altered* * * *

^%lasebrook.| Canada at Conference* p.* 80*
^Shotweil* Origins* 1* 216*
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Further# as it Is manifestly Impossible to estab
lish at ©nee a ©ode which shall be permanent or
enduring#, emphasis is laid la the new draft upon
the consideration that these -methods and principles
are not to be regarded as complete or final* ft
is quite impossible for us to force© all develop
ments and all ideals which may arise In the future
and* therefore* this- is put forward as no more than
a tentative enumeration of principles which. If
they are observed and carried out" as they should
be,"will result in a vast improvement of labour
conditions throughout the world*®0
Borden credited his success In securing Charter revision
to a ■cooperative- effort on the part of representatives of
-all the leading Indus-trial countries*

Vandervel&e, one

of the- most influential men at the Conference, followed
Borden and saidi
fbe text proposed by the Commission was more
precise* * * * However* * * . we have convinced
ourselves that in order to secure unanimity'be
tween the representatives of the 32 nations#
;.situated in ©very comer of the globe* a little
scrumbling, if % way use the phrase* was in
dispensable*
We have* therefore* slightly serumbled the text#
and I give my complete- adhesion to'the final text
proposed by Sir Bobert Borden#™
fh© Borden amendment of the Labor Charter was
unanimously adopted by the Conference*

la his- draft* the

objectionable Point 8 read:
the standard set by law in 'each -country with
respect to the conditions of labour should have

60Xbid.. pp. 414-15.
6llbld., p. 1(16.

no
due regard to the equitable economic treatment
of all workers, lawfully resident therein#®®
the words nd m regard*1 made the statement seem rather in
effective, but it-was- the general type of statement Canada
and many of the other governments wanted*

this general,

statement committed them to nothing; yet, as pointed out
in Borden*a. introductory speech# if followed, a statement
of this kind could accomplish untold good#
Although the .Labor Charter problem- was solved at
the 2-8 April plenary session, Borden--was still unable to
convince the Drafting Committee to accept his interpreta

tion of Articles ? and 35 of the Labor Convention*. Accord
ing to- the Drafting'Committee, the Borden amendment-did not
apply to Article ?*^

If the interpretation of the Drafting

Committee remained unchanged, the dominions- would be denied
the right of election to the Governing Council of the Labor
Organisation*At a meeting of the Big fhree on the morning of the
28 April plenary session, Lloyd deorge secured an agree
ment with Wilson and Olemenee&u regarding Borden* s inter
pretation of Article 3S*

She agreement, however, stipulated

that lorden must secure the consent of American, French,
and British representatives of the Labor Commission*.

62IMd., I, 217.'
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Wilson suggested that louden see Mr* Bohinson* the American
representative*^
tee nest day* Borden met with Bobinson to discuss
Articles 7 and 35*

Eobinson acknowledged the Borden de

mands but said that public opinion In the United States
prevented, him from agreeing*

Ignorance of the real struo-

ture of tbe British Impire and a renewed fear of ”ai&
votes11 for the British kept, public opinion aroused in
the United States#^
In disgust* Borden sent a letter to I&oyd Oeorge
pointing out the differences between British and dominion
labor problems- and the control over Batin America exer
cised by the United States*

Borden stated:

tee Dominions, have maintained their place be*
fore the world during the past five years through
sacrifices- which no nation outside of Europe has
known* 1 am confident that the people of Canada
will not tamely submit to a dictation which de
clares -that Mberia or Cuba* Panama or Hodjas*
Haiti or Bquador must have a higher place in the
International Baber Organisation than can be
accorded to their country which is probably.the
seventh Indus trial nation In the.world* if Germany
Is excluded from consideration*^
After a .meeting of the Big terse on 1 May* Borden
met with Ifrieyd George and Wilson and Insisted that the

61%. S.» Foreign Relations* 1919, Paris, V, 308-09.
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Labor Convention be modified*

The next day, he wrote

Lloyd George regarding represent atlon on the Council of
the Labor Orgmiaation*

He informed Lloyd George that

Wilson was favorable to Canadian representation, but
hesitant about the other dominions and'India*

Borden

oontinuedi
As our position has been conceded with respect
to the League of WatIone,- there is a far weightier
reason why it should apply also to the .labor- Con*
vention,, having regard to’three principal considera
tions s (a) the essential and striking differences
in labour conditions,- (b) our great Industrial
development, ■and. Cel the larger representation of
the governing body under the labour Convention
(twenty^four) as compared with that on the league
of Mations Council (nine)*
Borden further threatened that
Unless the offending paragraph in the Labour
Convention is suppressed# 1 shall be obliged to make
a public reservation when the Peace Treaty is■pro-'
seated 'to the plenary conference# The motion that
I proposed and Which was unanimously, .accepted at
the second*la3t plenary conference /fpril 11, Ifl^
.affords ample ground# in my JM^entV for its sup*
press!on, A directive from the Council ■of Four
to the- Drafting Committee would effects its sup*
press1on* ^

At the J> May meeting of the British dStasplre delegation*
Borden repeated his threat to Lloyd Georgs*

He intimated

that he would raise the issue of Article ? at the next'
■plenary session*

The.Canadian statesman then prepared a

^llddell* BecumentSi p« 36*
68lbid.„ pp. 32*3-3.

memorandum for Xloyd doorgo indieating the exact position
of the dominions
Moyd Georg©* with the memorandum prepared by Borden#
.attended a meeting of the Big 'Three prior to the afternoon
plenary session on 6 Hay-*, Being the- arguments prepared by
Borden the.British trim© Minister took up the ease for
d-anada and the other dominions#

After initial resiatence#

the Big Thro© agreed that the’
neo@as.ary alternativea should be inserted in the •
ft&bour Convention#, to place the Dominion(s) in
the same position as regards representatives on
■the governing body of the labour Convention -as
they already are In as regards representation on
the Council of the league. of nations*™
fba Drafting Oomittee was ordered to make the necessary
changes in Article ?# omitting the restrictive phrase,
#Bo member together with its dominions and colonies#
whether self-governing or not# shall be entitled to nomi*■VI
net© more than one member*”
Thus# the 'struggle for '
equal status and representation in the International
Baber Organisation was successful*

The Dominions won

full and equal privileges and responsibilities# just as
they, had in the Be&ga© of Nations*

^Borden led* I# Borden Memoirs.* IX# 9St*
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The completed text of the f>ea©e. Treaty, was passed
by the representatives at the L !iay\ plenary session and ■
submitted to-the German delegation the next day*/"

The

Peace Treaty#, consisting of .fifteen, parts# had as Part.I

the League of Hations Covenant*. -Article 23 of that Cove
nant called' for the establishment of an international
organisation to %ecnre and maintain fair and humane eonditions of labor* .♦

throughout the world.*. Part

1 X11 of the Treaty set-up the machinery for that Inter*

national Labor Organization*

Xt consisted- of a General

Conference which met at least on©# each year, an Inter*national Labor Office that functioned continually as a
secretariat, and a- Governing Council that controlled -the
Labor Organization*:

Every member state sent four dele

gates to the General Conference# two representing the
governmont* one labor and one employers * E m % of the
four delegates had one equal vote'in the-General Con
ference * The Governing Council consisted of Twenty-four
persons# eight of whom represented the nations of chief
industrial importance*

The remaining delegates# four-

representing, the governments of the rest of the member-

7 2Ibld..

p. 960.

7%owe, Protection of tabor, p. 104.

states# and six each representing labor and -employers

were chosen by the General Conference*
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At the 6 flay plenary session* the text of the
treaty* which became known as the treaty of Versailles*
was discussed* accepted# and* the next day* presented to
1
the Germans for study#
Borden felt that the peace terms
were too severe and criticised the requirement that all
2
Allied-German commie ation be conducted in writing*
Conference delegates did not know how long the Germans

would require to amend and sign the treaty* but Borden
felt that he could not wait in Europe for their action*
fie earlier had expressed his desire to return to Canada
but had stayed on in Europe at iloyd Ceorge,s request*^
fhe British frlme Minis ter* unsure of the Cerman reaction
to the treaty* wanted all the British Empire leaders present
in case rapid decisions were necessary*^ On 10 lay* how*
ever* Borden*s return home became Imperative* and four days
later* he and Bifton left for Canada*

1 U.
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fhe Berman delegation u m to study the Peace
treaty# to make recommendations * and to propose amend
ments*

4 s a remit of their review of the labor clauses

of the treaty '.and their reply of 10 May to- this portion
of th£>te&t*' the- Bermans revived the unsettled question
of membership in the two proposed international organiza
tions * the German reply stated that it was essential that
all states# whether members of the league or not# par tieipate in the labor Organization*

4

Clemeneeau# as President of the Peace Conferenee*
replied on 1%' May that Germany would belong to the labor
Organization as soon as she was admitted into the'league*
therefore# the Gonferene© reply appeared to set a prece
dent for Identical membership in both organizations*

The

Peace treaty specifically Indicated that membership in
the league would automatically entail membership in the
labor Drganisationi however# due to- lack of agreement#
the labor Commission had left its intentions vague*

the

Commission draft did not specify that1'only members of the
league would be eligible for membership In the -labor
Organization# and the .meaning of the.Borden amendment of "
Article 3$ again became a topic of discussion**^

^Shotwell# #ri&Ins* i#
7lbid.» p. 260*
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Borden* s amendment required that the Labor Con

vention conform to the league Covenant in the character
of it a membership and in the method of adherence, hut this
statement permitted a much wider interpretation#

Barnes.* ,

an advocate of identical membership, felt that the League
of Rations would be strengthened, by having the Labor
Organisation as a part of it and under its jurisdiction,
fhoae opposed to identical membership and favoring sepa
rate membership wanted continued labor cooperation even
if the League failed,

they advocated a Labor Organisation

equal to, and separate from, the league of Nations.
fhe reasoning behind the Borden amendment has often
been misunderstood,: but its terms supplied Barnes and those
who advocated identical membership with a powerful weapon
in support of their argument*

Critical examination of the

motives of Borden revealed that the- sole reason for his
amendment of Article 35 was to attain complete equality
of status for the dominions in the Labor Organisation*
The scheme for the International Labor Organisation as
proposed by the Labor Commission was 'unsatisfactory to
the dominions because of the inequality of status implied*
The position relegated to the dominions was distasteful
both in the method of adherence and in the restrictions
placed on them.

As the great preoccupation of the dominion

representatives at the. Conference was the recognition of

their international status, they could not accept aninforior position in the Labor Organization*'
lordenis amendment grew out of his desire-that
the dominions should hold the same position of equality in
the Labor Organisation as in the League*

Since the dominions

were eligible for both membership and'., election to the gov
erning Council in the League# Borden felt entitled'to the
same under the Labor Convention*

fhe Canadian -statesman

repeatedly said that %hat they wanted was separate and
Q
equal membership with no excuses and no restrictions*”
As previously pointed out# on the advice of Barnes
and the ?,rump!? Labor Commission# Otemeneeau had replied
to the Carman proposal 'With, a declaration favoring identical
tA
membership in the two international organizations*
How
ever* later in the same day* *the Big1
''Foot mat and agreed
that Germany should become a member of the Labor Organiza
tion as soon as possible* even though her entry into'the
League might be postponed Indefinitely*-

Barnes reconvened

his Labor Commission on %$ May# and# pressured by the--Big
Four’s decision* the Commission agreed -that Clermany*s

early entry Into the Labor Organization would be planned ;

8!bid** pp* 260—62 •
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at the Washington Conference scheduled for October 1919*
The Central Powers* subsequently, were admitted, to the
Labor Organization before they became members of the
League# and the Labor Organization adopted the policy of ad
mitting new members regard!mn of their League affilia
tion*11
The controversy over identical or separate member
ship continued to exist* however, and critics of the Labor
Organization policies cited Borden*s ■amendment of Article
35 as evidence that the action'taken by the Labor Organiza
tion was In fundamental contradiction to the intentions of
its founders*1^ One such critic was the Canadian representa
tive to the Washington Conference held in October 1919#
Bewhon H* Sowell# Chairman of the Committee on Hew Members*
In his minority report for that committee, Sowell presented
a wholly legalistic argument based upon. Borden*® amendment
of Article 35 lot favor of identical membership*

But, as

evidenced.by the fact that it was a minority report* the
temper of the International Labor Organization clearly
favored separate membership and as great an autonomy as
possible from the League*1^

~^Ibl<i.« pp. 262-60.
12Ibld,, p, xxiv.
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While preparations were being made for the Washing*
ton denferenoe, discussions on the labor parts of the Peace
treaty were frequent*. One of thebitterest of these die*
■cussions occurred in dune IfIf at the Annual Convention of
the American Federation of Labor*

Sir Bobert Borden*s

name-was mentioned a number of times in connection with
the labor clauses' of the treaty*

In a stinging attach

on the Labor Charter* Andrew Furuseth charged:
then when all of us had left Paris * when there ■
were no more Americans there* they changed the pro*
position that "Labor is not a commodity or an article
of commercew--you know that expression from the- Clay
ton Act* And what does the. constltut1on-msking body
do when it Is called together again? % o n the mo
tion of Hr. Borden* of Canada* they make that to read!
"the labor power of a human being is not ♦merely* a
commodity or an article of.commerce*" ©hanging an
absolute negative to an equally absolute positive*.
In order that you may understand the absolute mean*
ing of it, I will draw a parellel* Someones says
Andrew Furuseth is a scab; somebody else doesnit
like that and proposes a resolution that he is-not
a scab! somebody amends it"to read that' he is not.
"merely1* a scab; .and that is what you get and that
is what you1are asked'to indorse****
Hie next day*. Samuel Campers, President' of the A, F. of L.,
defended the labor clauses of the treaty, stating that the
wording changes made by Borden and others were not of critic
cal importance to the overall scheme*

the A* F. of L. Con*

vention delegates chose to accept Gomper* s judgment and,
consequently, endorsed the labor clauses of the treaty*^
^XbidU , p*
^Ibid** p. ijlfj*
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Later that day, but too late to use In his speech,
tempers received a cable from Wilson assuring him that the
real purpose of the Borden amendment of Article 35 was to
secure equality for the. dominions and India in the Labor
Organisation* Wilson attempted to quell the American fear
of "six British votes" by appealing to {tempera to bear in
mind the following considerations t
One: that Borden could, not go back to the
Canadian people who occupy a position of considera
ble importance in the industrial world, and tell
them they were not entitled to representation on
the Governing Body of the Organisation*
fwoi. that the changes did, in fact, bring the
Labor Covenant Into harmony with the League of
Hations Covenant*
fhreei ■ that the changes are not. substantially
important, ■inasmuch as every Labor Convention M b m*
tract/ adopted by the Conference must be submitted
to our Government for ratification* fhus the choice
of acceptance or rejection lies in ours hands Ir
respective of the ■■constitution of the General Con
ference*
Fourt that the problems.of the chief British
Colonies and dominions are much, more like our own
than like Great. Britain's so that, their representa
tion will be a source of strength- to our point of
view rather than an embarrassment*.
Five: that, in my opinion, the changes, do not
Introduce any new weakness into the Labor provisions*'1,0
Hie Washington. Conference In, October 1910 was the
final, step necessary to set in motion the machinery for
the International Labor Organisation* ■ Canada1s success
l6lbid.. I, 285.

there was report## to the. Canadian House of Commons on 11
March 1920 in a report by lewton Howell*

He- stated that

the House* 1 think* will be gratified to know that'
by a rote of the representatives- of nations of the
world assembled in Washington* Canada was one of
the /Four nations elected to the governing coun«*
CijTT * * :.W
nothing could hare spoken -better' for' the new international
position of Canada*
Bowerer* Canada1# new international status was
buttressed in yet another way when the dominions separately
signed the peace treaties, thereby becoming original mem*
hera of the league of nations * Borden1s return to- Canada
denied him the final triumph of the fence Conference*
ing the .Versailles: fre&ty on 23 -lune 1919* but he had
the struggle for the dominions’'right to become signs*
19
tories*
It was a logical consequence of the status
allotted to them In the peace negotiations that the

minions and India-should sign the treaties separately*

20

*

Barly -in the Conference, Borden had conferred with hloyd
George and the ■other dominion ministers as to the dominions
being parties and signatories to the peace treaties*
12 March* the Canadian Frlm© Minister circulated a

^Riddell* Documents, p* 38*
^•^Glaz©brook, Canada at Conference, p. Ill*
^%emperX©y* peace Conference, VI* 361*

1%

memorandum which suggested that the dominions he given
that right* alongwith the procedure with which they could
exercise it* * The memorandum read!
(1) '1!he'Dominion Prime Ministers* after care*
tvCL consideration* have reached the conclusion that
all the treaties and conventions resulting from 'the
Peace Conference' should toe so.drafted as to enable
the Dominions to become Parties and Signatories
thereto# This procedure will.give suitable- recog*
nltion to the' part played at-the Peace fable toy
the British Commonwealth as a whole and will at
the same time record the status attained there
toy the Bominions*
He continued!*

(2) the- procedure Is in consonance with the
principles of-constitutional government that
obtain throughout the Sbipire and in all the
.Dominions*.., tout it acts on the advice of' different
Ministers within different constitutional units £
and under B©solution 1% of the Imperial War Con*
ferenee* 1917* the 'organization of the Empire is
to toe based upon equality of nationhood*^*
The memorandum also outlined a procedure*, satisfactory to'
the dominions* which could be used in the signing of the
treaties*

Under the general heading The British Empire

would toe listed The United Kingdom* The Dominion of Canada*
etc*5 the signing would then follow the manner of the
listing. * 2
■
' As

reques ted in hie 12. March memorandum* Borden

and the other doadnionr plenipotentiaries-were given flFuil
pi

“ fcowell and, Hall* .British Commonwealth# pp# 62k*2$*
22Ibia., j»> 625,

Powersw toy King Georg© V * As to the signing of the
treaties > however* the method as proposed toy Borden was
not followed#

The treaty of Versailles* as presented to

the Germans* called'for the Gnlted Kingdom representatives
to sign-for the whole British Itapire*

Beneath the British

Empire signature* however* the dominion ministers would
2%

sign for their respective nations#: ^ The names of the

five countries were slightly indented In the printj the
difference between the dominions and India, and the other
signatories of the treaty was thus symbolized toy a quarter

of an inch in type alignment*

2k

\

More .Important was the policy put forth toy Borden .
.in his IB March memorandum which pertained specifically
to ratification of 'the. treaties toy the dominion parlia«menta * Borden had.promised that the treaty would.toe auto*#
mitted to -the Canadian Parliament for ratification* tout
the process was complicated.toy the fact that■ratification
of treaties in England-was an executive function of the
King and not Parliament*

Therefore* the Canadian Members

of .Parliament felt that in order to achieve the desired
precedent* they, must approve.the treaty and issue an order*

^3(Hasetorook* Canada.at Conference* p* 111.
^Miller* Drafting. 1* £93'* Also see J. w* Dafoe*
"Canada and the Peace Gonrerence of 1919*11 The *Canadian

Historical Bevlew* XXIV (September* X9k3)* pp. 233**P.n

£n*counell requesting the King to ratify the treaty in the
name of Canada* ^
to % fuly* the British Colonial Secretary* Lord

Milner* cabled the Canadian Government that he hoped that
the treaty would be.ratified by the end of the month*
fhe treaty had not yet been received by the Canadian govern**
ment* Borden reported* ^Kindly advise how. you expect to
accomplish ratification on behalf of the whole Empire be**
fore ^The7 end fotj duly*w^

Subsequent eommttnication took

place* with British ministers justifying the necessity of
speed and the Canadian statesmen threatening open opposition
If the treaty wase ratified without Canadian approval*
Finally* on 1 September* Borden called a special session
of the Canadian Parliament and introduced the Versailles
freaty with the admission that
Canada, 'and probably every other signatory was
not satisfied with every clause of it* Certainly
the treaty was not perfect* but it represented the
agreement of thlrty^two nations* and was sincerely^
designed to assure the future peace of the world*2”

After a short debate over Article X* the mutual guarantee
clause* the treaty of Versailles was ratified by both

^Giazebrook* Canada at Conference*- pp.*. 113**'!%*
^Lowell and.Hall* British Coaimonwealth, p* 62§*
2?rbid,
as©brook* Canada at Conference*, 9. 115.

Houses of Parliament by IB September -1.919* On the same
day, an orderedn»c©unciX was submitted to the- Covemor
Cfeneral who' stated that he was
pleased to order and doth, hereby order that His
Majesty the ling be humbly moved to approve,
'accept? confirm,and ratify the said treaty of
Peace, for and in respect of the dominion of
■0andda*S9 ,
As ■a signatory of the peace treaties, Canada became
one of the original members of the league of nations which
came into., being, in 1920, - As early m

1925# a -Canadian

representative was elected President of the Assembly of
the league* and* two years later* Canada was elected to
fill one of the nor*pemanent seats in■the Council,

Canada

.and the 'Other dominions ‘demonstrated.- to the -world that they
could voice their own opinions and were not merely pawns of
the Downing Street government,

the dominions and treat

Britain members often■conferred on matters of mutual in
terest but voted' Independently and often not in harmony,^
©me ended an important chapter -in the history of
the Dominion of Canada*

Xhe Canadian war effort earned- ■

the 'genuine respect of the world* and ■the work of her states*'
men* during and Immediately following, the. war* earned. Canada
a place in the councils of the leading nations,-of the world*

^Dowell and Sail* British Commonwealth* p* 630* •
3 % r otter, British .Banire^CoimouMealth* p* 8l*

Sir Hubert Borden directed both-of ‘these tasks with vision#
and* therefore* must be'recognised’as- having a place among
the great statesmen of the British Empire In the twentieth
Century#
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ocessimiw
■Sir Hobart Barden emerged from the Farid Peace
Conference with a reputation as a diplomat- of the first rank*
His work at the Conference seems to reflect* at least in
part*, the work of the leading.delegates to the Conference#
Borden displaced much of the idealism of Wilson# the political
.aeeomen of Lloyd George* and the stubborn determination of
Clemenceaa*

throughout the Paris negotiations the other

participants* eapeeiallf Wilson and Lloyd George* showed
great respect for his ability*

In fact* using Canada1a

geographical position and political heritage to advantage*
Borden tended to become the champion of Anglo*American
cooperation*

He used his advantageous position to gain con**

cessions from both sides and did much during the months of
discussion to ease the conflict between the two leading demooraeies of the West*.
Borden was a. person who understood the art of
diplomatic and political compromise#

le allowed neither

unfounded idealism or impractical schemes to- stalemate the
progress of the Conference*

Likewise* he was- strongly opposed

whenever reactionary nationalism tended to run rampant*
*

or not he

was

successful in his attempts at compromise*

Borden retained a pragmatic and flexible position as a

Whether

negotiator*
from the first# the Canadian Frime Minister had
made it known that the representatives of the British
dominions would not allow their countries. to be left out
of the inner councils of the Conference*

Borden believed,

that the dominion 'Sacrifice# in the great war from. 191% to
1918 had earned them a commensurate place at the table
where the peace terms would, be-worked out*

He made it

clear that the dominion representatives would not remain
at the ■Conference solely for the.purpose.of giving.assent
to a Peace Treaty dictated by the Great Powers*

In this

regard* Borden led the small nations in their, challenge
to Great fewer domination of the Conference*

His

challenge was sounded at the plenary session of 25 January#
and* although not fully successful# the Great Powers
were forced to recognise that the smaller nations had a
role at the Conference and in the determination of the
terms of the treaty settlement*
the change in British imperial practice that
developed during the war and the Peace Conference was*
essentially* an extension of Borden1s prewar imperial
policy*

More than any other dominion leader* Borden was

responsible'for forcing the British government to make, the

concessions granted during the war* and he spearheaded the
demands that resulted in the promise that the dominions
would be consulted on the peace terns*

Harold Wilson has
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saidr
if there was a year in which a revolution
occurred within the British Imp ire* it was in the
year 1919* Hithin that year''the dominions gaIne#
separate membership at the feaco Conference, he*
came separate :signatories- to the Feaee Treaty*
received admittance to the League of lotions an#
the International Labor Organisation* ratified the
feaee Treaty In their own parliaments * and finally
secure#' the' right of separate' diplomatic represents
'felon in a foreign capital*2*
In the ■fight for each of the dominion gains listed above*
Borden took the initiative an# la# the way* ■
Before the Conference came to an an#* Borden ha#
gone far beyond his prewar demands for changes in imperial
policy and ha#' put the dominions well on the road to
ae&leving equality among the nations of the world*

He

was one of the first of the imperial statesmen to have
a, clear vision of the possibilities of a commonwealth of
fully sovereign.nations* bound together only by the tie
of a common monarch*

His 191? declaration to the Imperial

Mar Oonference, regarding the future role and. status of
the dominions, can be considered as a first definite ■
step in the' development of the idea of the British Common*
wealth of Bafelons as It exists today*

Throughout the

Peace Conference Borden labored for the attainment of
Gansda1# interests which he felt could best be realise#

%ilso% '^Imperial folicy*11 p* 273*

within the framework of a greater political organisation**

a world organisation of free and' equal.states,.bound.-together
by a comon-political*heritage*
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